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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Poor women traders link food farmers to markets in town and cities; yet the work they doing in carrying out these 

market linkages is risky business. Why risky? Most informal traders, selling or buying food stuff are vulnerable to 

grave human security issues. Current state politics, laws and governance fails to protect and formalize the work of 

these informal food traders at the borders along the North and South Kivu provinces in the Democratic Republic 

of Congo and its border cities in Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi.     

Most women food traders engage full time in the cross border trade (CBT).
2
 Those interviewed in this study 

(n=181) refer to themselves as “les mamans.”  Their earnings are between USD $3 to $5 a day, and even more 

remarkable is that they kick-start their businesses with 

seed capital less than USD $50.
3
  Many more traders have 

less than this. Around the world, poor traders travel to dif-

ferent countries, in spite of the risks, in search of markets 

to buy or sell their goods. Yet, few studies have focused 

on women cross border traders,
4
 and fewer reports have 

examined poor traders engaged in agriculture
5
 along the 

eastern-most borders in the Democratic Republic of Con-

go (DR Congo). This study attempts to fill this gap by fo-

cusing on security and gender-based violence affecting 

trade for poor women food traders.  

The World Bank understands the contributions of the in-

formal sector to the cross border trade, and recognizes the 

value of making policies to formalize these micro-level 

processes that can assist in a country‟s economic devel-

opment. Little (2007, 2) argues that CBT is a potential loss 

for revenue for states and unrecorded or siphoned off mo-

nies results in revenue losses for the state. All four states 

in this study: Uganda, DR Congo, Burundi and Rwanda 

are aware of the implications of state inaction to develop 

micro-enterprise in food insecure regions.     

In April 2010, the World Bank‟s Africa region department 

embarked on a first-ever study from the perspective of 

traders in the informal border trade in the Great Lakes re-

                                                      

2 This report makes the same assumption as Little (2007) that the cross border trade often categorized as disorganized is actually complex 

and has linkages to important markets. 

3  Information taken from the “Gender and Cross Border report” completed by Ntagoma and Bucekuderhwa. 11 September 2010. (unpub-
lished)  

4 Cross border traders are defined as follows: Residents and non-resident businesspeople across economic boundaries of two or more coun-

tries and are largely not recorded by customs officials. This definition is taken from the 2007 report titled “The Informal Cross Border 
Trade: Survey Report 2006” by the Ugandan Bureau of Statistics and Bank of Uganda.   

5 For this study, the term “agriculture” is defined as mostly unprocessed food crops, some processed goods like milk and yogurt and only 
small livestock such as chickens and goats, where many poor women work. 
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gion, Africa. This report intends to discover the work status, thoughts, and experiences of some of the poorest 

women traders in world. Studies (Titeca 2009 and Little 2007) have looked at the border trade, but seldom at the 

African women traders carrying food stuff on their backs. Despite the numerous challenges of securing a locally-

based research partner, willing to work in these insecure areas, the World Bank selected the Université Catholique 

du Bukavu (UCB) to carry out extensive qualitative and ethnographic field work at four border sites: Bukavu, DR 

Congo-Cyangugu, Rwanda; Uvira, DR Congo-Gatumba, Burundi; Goma, DR Congo-Gisenyi, Rwanda and Ka-

sindi, DR Congo-Mpondwe, Uganda.  Findings in are centered on the gendered implications, risks and challenges 

for poor agricultural traders “les mamans” in comparative perspective.  

A total of 181 women traders “les mamans” of four nationalities (Congolese, Ugandan, Rwandan and Burundi) of 

which 85% were poor women entrepreneurs interviewed at the four principle borders along the eastern DR Congo 

frontier, stretching from Kasindi and Goma in North Kivu down to Bukavu and Uvira (Kavinvira) in South Kivu. 

Each of the DR Congo borders share frontier with Uganda and Rwanda in the North, Rwanda and South East with 

Burundi. In total, there were 100 individual in-depth interviews conducted with traders; and 81 traders partici-

pated in eight focus groups (FG) at each border location. A total of 58 stakeholders from public and private sec-

tors were interviewed in structured (52) and unstructured (4) format. No Rwandan border officials at Cyangugu or 

Gisenyi would accept interviews.  And, many Congolese officials agreed to interviews as long as they were un-

structured.
6
   

Across the board, about 73% (n=81) were agricultural traders, mostly women, where they would link subsistence 

farmers and rural-based wholesalers to markets.
7
 This CBT is subject to risks and financial losses because of the 

informality at each of these borders. Findings shows that cross border traders, mostly women, trying to earn a liv-

ing, experience serious risks to business and to his/her person every day.  

At each border site, money is extorted from traders in the form of bribes.  A catch phrase that officials say to trad-

ers all the time: “Sans argent, on ne passe pas” (no money, no passing). Most traders pay bribes (85%, n=81) re-

ported they pay bribes and 54% (n=100) are victimized with GBV.
8
  Traders once they pay bribes are subject to 

insults (38%), gross human violations such as verbal, physical assault and sexual harassment (54%) and fines 

(60%). Such high trade costs make thick borders and affects trade growth in the region. 

Each border has its own set of risks and challenges. For example, at the Goma-Gisenyi border, 21% (n=51)of the 

Rwandans and Congolese traders interviewed in the focus groups and individual interviews endure grave human 

indignities and acts of violence (such as rape) by male officials and other male informal actors. During times of 

insecurity, poor male traders are subject to male-specific abuse and violence by military and police because they 

are suspected as “rebels.” At the Bukavu-Cyangugu border during 2004 to 2006 or in Goma-Gisenyi between 

2005-2008 male traders were subject to intense searches.
9
 In our field work in Goma, we witnessed women trad-

                                                      

6 Unstructured interviewed were formed around the key discussion questions of the interview tool: security and gender-based risks at the 

border. Researchers approached these interviews as an informal discussion, and they would not write anything down during the meeting.  

One such interview was conducted with a senior official at the DGM on 16 August 2010, where the person discussed sensitive issues but 

the person stated that s/he was not allowed to normally speak to researchers, but was willing to do so if granted full anonymity. To protect 

this person‟s identity the location cannot be disclosed.  Local researchers met with 30 elites like this, and this suggests the level of difficulty 
in getting information.  

7 Only 7% in the individual interviews (100) were food farmers or producers, most traders were retailing food stuff. Report “Gender and 
Cross Border Trade.” 11 September 2010. (unpublished) 

8 Note that this is conservative estimate and that GBV is reportedly much higher in the focus group sessions.  

9 Interviews with police in Bukavu and Goma, July and August 2010. 
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ers encircled by a group of men after they crossed the borders.  Such tactics are used as a form of intimidation to 

force traders to pay unofficial fees. Not only do officials harass traders for the goodies but at the Goma-Gisenyi 

border young men sub-contracted as hires, are locally called “les viseurs” (or watchers in English), by Congolese 

state officials.  These “watchers” are given carte blanche to apply force as needed to extract money and goods 

from traders, particularly those that move by foot with goods strapped on their backs on carried by head.  This 

watcher phenomenon is also carried on the Rwandan side of the border but it is not named.  Women, Congolese 

and Rwandan traders also report beatings and theft by “maibobo” and “chora chora” (young street thugs) in Go-

ma.  

At the Bukavu-Cyangugu border, physical assault against women, as well as men, happen on a regular basis if 

bribes are not paid.  Identity and race issues, Hutus and Tutsi surfaced (Chua 2003) at the Cyangugu border; and 

those traders of the Hutu ethnic group feel oppressed.
10

 Vulnerability to theft is rampant in these borderlands. At 

the Gatumba-Uvira border, Burundi traders report that “rouge-rouge” (youth thugs) beat them when they walk 

along the Gatumba-Kavinvira road. In the insecure area of Kasindi-Mpondwe, Ugandan and Congolese women 

traders must engage in forced sexual relations with police and military to overcome challenges at border cross-

ings.    

In documenting the risks and challenges of the CBT for poor food vendors, particularly those at the lowest rungs 

of this informal trade; the World Bank aims to suggest reforms, through empirical evidence, where funding sup-

port is linked to a set of conditions to mitigate risks to the cross border trade (CBT).  In this study, traders as well 

as stakeholders made recommendations to improve trade at the borders.   

The report is written to prioritize the voices of the poor food traders across four countries, who offer much to con-

sider for the reform at the border. In each of these countries, elites often overlook what poor traders have to say; 

and propose reforms that benefit their own interests. However, if reforms are to stop grave human rights abuses at 

these borders so that trade can carry on, understanding the issues “behind the border” is needed.
11

  Funding should 

be guaranteed through reforms linked to gender-sensitive conditions.  Such reforms and where money is invested 

must be verified through independent appraisals and impact-based assessments particularly in regions where some 

of the world‟s poorest entrepreneurs are the ones most vulnerable to unseen crimes at these borders.   

HIGHLIGHTS FROM INTERVIEWS 
Poor Ugandan, Rwandan, Burundi and Congolese food traders who engage in the CBT have something in com-

mon: they all want better incomes and a safe environment to carry out their businesses.  Poor traders, selling and 

buying food stuff, are subject to human right abuses and financial losses.  Traders lose out in this informality.  

Unscrupulous state officials misuse their power and are the „winners‟ in such informal arrangements. Here are 

some of the study‟s highlights from 239 people across four countries:  

Who are the cross border traders? These traders are poor women and men, often with no land title who link 

food farmers to markets in the border towns. In this sample size, the 181 cross border traders interviewed are rela-

tively young at 32 years, and at least 44% have more than five years of CBT experience. Most began retailing in 

                                                      

10 Interview with a vegetable and maize trader “Zawade,” 9 July 2010. 

11 Term “behind the border” is borrowed from Paul Brenton, Lead Economist. Lecture “Trade Policy and Integration of the Democratic 
Republic of Congo into the Global Economy.” Université Catholique du Bukavu, 7 July 2010.  
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the informal market from a young age because they had no other option. At least 50% of the traders in this study 

were pre-literates, and all school drop-outs came from very poor families.
12

  

Wars and instability has contributed to the rural exodus, and to the increase of female-headed households and 

many traders shared stories that they migrated to the borderlands because of the increased security at these points. 

About 77% of the traders (50% were female headed households) attested that this business activity was their sole 

source of income.  Because of these insecure border zones, most traders move goods during day time hours, 

where they head-carry or pay to have goods cycled over the border. Most curious is that they started their enter-

prises with only a capital based of less than USD $50 which they secured from their own personal savings or bor-

row from friends and family.
13

  

What do traders want? An overwhelming 94% (n=100) of traders want to expand and grow their businesses.  

What do they want? It‟s simple: cross border traders want to carry out their self-employment activities without 

financial and human risks. But wars, rape and banditry in the eastern Congo borderlands make it dangerous, espe-

cially for women, to travel and to cross borders.  Despite the financial losses and gender-based violence (GBV), 

these traders appeared focused on ways to improve their economic livelihoods. To paraphrase, for most traders 

interviewed they said they want to make a livable income and to educate their children. At least 65% of the traders 

want financial services to help them develop their activities. About half of the sample (55%, n=100) have access 

to market information regarding the price for their food stuff. But, all traders in Burundi said they have no access 

to reliable market information. Telecommunications, cell phones, are not being used to receive or send messages.  

So traders tend to ask each other informally about prices. Fifty per cent of the traders have cells but they are una-

ble to make/receive SMS text messages because of low literacy levels. Trader networks and associations are miss-

ing. Thirty per cent of traders never heard of and 60% don‟t belong to a trader organization. In Uvira, the border 

with less harmful issues is also the only location to have active cross border trader organizations. 

What risks to traders encounter? Informal traders, poorest food traders, lack mobilization and organization.  As 

result, they are vulnerable to powerful male officials who control the borders.  At each border site, it seems that 

negative perceptions and cultural myths dictate the narrative, which is to punish informal traders. Rude and hostile 

behavior directed to traders is somewhat justified because they are not formalized. At each border, money is ex-

torted. This study finds that 85% of traders paid bribes and 38% have goods confiscated by state officials and oth-

er informal agents at the borders. Women traveling without men are subject to sexual harassment, both verbal and 

physical abuse and rape. Poor men also claim they are subject to public humiliation such as beatings, being spit on 

and insulted or made fun of and called names.  Such indignities and crimes become a way of life. Without re-

course, traders say that “learn to cope” and these abuses at the border become “normalized” in everyday life.    

 

 

                                                      

12 Information taken from the “Gender and Cross Border report” completed by Ntagoma and Bucekuderhwa. 11 September 2010. (unpub-
lished) 

13 Findings correspond with those of International Alert‟s report (June 2010). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
High level of unemployment and a widening informal sector in weak states makes a strong case for state policy to 

support sustainable livelihoods at the micro level. Around the world, unemployment rates are much higher in 

many developing countries, particularly in rural and isolated contexts like the borderlands.
14

  Poor people, with 

limited education are drawn into hustling (micro retailing) to earn money to survive. In the eastern Congo, a re-

gion with one of the longest wars, many poor citizens, especially women, resort to petty trading to support their 

families.   

Unfortunately, poor citizens who turn to self employment strategies in the informal sector are often demeaned by 

state officials.  Little (2007, 4) finds that most CBT is “clean” or legal activities; yet public perceptions are often 

negative because these traders pass through informal channels.  Informal cross border traders are often defined as 

“smugglers” with those who engage in illegal activities.  All traders in this project are micro-business persons 

who cross borders who buy and sell with food stuff.
15

    

Traders are demeaned when they try to carry out an honest livelihood. But, as poor as they are they see what is 

going. In an interview, one trader remarked:  

 

“Mr. World Bank, How do you think we live here? You drive by in 4x4s and leave us 

here in the same dusty roads left by the Belgians (colonizers), with the same problems. 

Instead of repairing the roads, these thieves (state officials) put the money in their 

pockets. And, we are the ones who are left to suffer with them at these borders!”  

Genevieve, cross border trader from Bukavu. 
16

  

 

It is salient to note that, as diverse as this cross border market is, so too are the needs of this group even within 

countries. Yet, across these four countries, it is apparent that poor food traders grapple with similar challenges 

such as low incomes, insecurity and GBV when they cross borders. Despite the neoliberal support for micro-

entrepreneurs or the wave of microfinance programs hitting the African continent, many poor businesspeople, like 

the food traders in this study, are surprisingly excluded, and state policy has failed to push the importance of these 

trans-border micro-entrepreneurs.   

This study considers the historical, political and cultural contexts of DR Congo, Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi. 

This report entitled Risky Business? Poor Women Food Traders and Crossing Borders is organized into six parts: 

(1) Introduction; (2) Study‟s Framework; (3) Key Findings; (4) Trader Recommendations; (5) Elite or stakeholder 

recommendations and (6) the Conclusion.  

                                                      

14 Congo’s unemployment rate is 90%. 

15 In his article, Raeymaekers (2009,7) makes a salient point that unofficial trade by the cross border traders in some ways is carried out in 
“opposition to the predatory state.”    

16 Quote taken from local consultant‟s report, 11 September 2010 (unpublished). 
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WHY STUDY CROSS BORDER TRADERS IN THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR? 
Border crossings in North and South Kivu are estimated at 2,000-5,000 persons daily.

17
 This study fills a gap in 

the literature as it goes where few have gone before, to the eastern border towns in DR Congo in North Kivu and 

South Kivu, two provinces known for its insecurity and wars.  This report squarely focuses on food stuff at the 

micro level. This study not only looks at agricultural traders on the DR Congo side of the border, but extends into 

the border towns of Uganda (Mpondwe), Rwanda (Cyangugu and Gisenyi) and Burundi (Gatumba, near Bujum-

bura) as well. Other reports (Little 2007; 2001) have looked at agricultural activities particularly livestock where 

rural men are working.  Food crops and small livestock are sectors dominated by poor women.  As capital cities, 

like Kampala in Uganda and Kigali in Rwanda develop and commercialize their centers for technological devel-

opment and trade, many of the entrepreneurial poor far from 

these capitals are left out of these developments.    

Many of the cross border traders, in this study, are creative, per-

sistent and resourceful. And, optimistic considering the burdens 

and risk they encounter every day.  Most food traders, especially 

those who retail agricultural goods, do not own land and buy 

goods from the farmers or wholesalers and sell in the markets 

near borders. Often their stories of why they became cross border 

traders is from a place of survival, where they had to shoulder 

household responsibilities from a very young age.  This study 

hones in on some of the world‟s poorest micro businesspeople, 

agricultural traders, and mostly women, who move food com-

modities by foot from the rural villages to markets.  

In this study, traders say that the biggest constraints for them is 

expanding their businesses and accessing capital or training to improve what they do. What we do know about 

this highly mobile and diverse group is that there are many risks and challenges that inhibit them from having 

productive livelihoods. The state‟s they live in fail to recognize the contribution they make because of this, reve-

nue from the informal market are lost. State insiders, officials charged with carrying out public services for the 

state, (mis)use the informality of this sector to benefit from it for themselves. In each of these countries, cross 

border traders hustle with absolutely no support systems, and they quietly endure gross human rights violations as 

they make a marginal living.  

SIGNIFICANCE OF REPORT 
This project is significant because it fills a gap in the literature by looking at African food traders in an insecure 

part of the world, the Great Lakes region. This report looks at the gendered risks at informal trading points to en-

sure that these issues become streamlined into reforms for improving trade flows.  Each of the four border points 

selected are important trade points in the North Kivu and South Kivu provinces of the DR Congo: (1) Uvira-

Gatumba (Bujumbura); (2) Bukavu-Cyangugu; (3) Goma-Gisenyi and (4) Kasindi-Mpondwe.
18

  Moreover, this 

                                                      

17 Interview, DGM, 6 July 2010. 

18 In the terms of reference suggests four border points.  There is clarification needed with regards to the Uvira-Bujumbura border point.  

This border point is called: Kavinvira-Gatumba. Kavinvira is near Uvira in the DR Congo and Gatumba is the border near Bujumbura in 

Burundi.  This report will refer to Uvira-Gatumba. At the Bukavu-Cyangugu border point, the borders are Rusizi I and Rusizi II but this 
report refers to the Bukavu-Cyangugu and specifies Rusizi I or Rusizi II as needed.  
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project builds on Little‟s study (2001, 11) of livestock cross border traders in the Horn of Africa, but focuses on 

women who dominate the movement of food stuff.   

This project was not an easy one to manage or to execute because of security issues. Also, talking to poor traders 

in weak states can be seen as highly political. To understand the gendered perspectives of CBT and its structures 

was also deemed too “sensitive.” This research goes “below the surface” or to behind the borders to speak with 

181 traders (or 76% of the sample) in four countries in Africa. Such an emphasis on agricultural traders was to 

ensure that the very people affected by cumbersome procedures at the border would be able to share their own 

experience. Cross border traders and their interviews enabled researcher‟s to get the story was right.  

Current data on borderlands in this region of the world is unreliable and cannot inform policy (Little 2007, 26).
19

  

Knowing what some of the issues are, with empirical evidence, contributes to review of policies and reforms to 

improve outcomes for traders, especially women, and hence on poverty reduction and human security.  

GENDERED PERSPECTIVES 

Around the globe, women traders are self-employed and occupy the “unorganized trade” sector of economic ac-

tivity with poor capacity and informational support, traders tend to become vulnerable to behind-border transit 

costs. Women in particular constitute a large percentage of micro and small-scale traders crossing borders, and in 

study they composed a significant group (85%) and many report (77%) these incomes are heavily dependent on 

this activity. This study focuses in on the situation “behind the scenes” and investigates issues facing women 

(such as security and gendered violence) so that the design of appropriate policies and programs can remove 

constraints and stimulate trade.  

 

Many of the traders, mostly women, crossing border checkpoints often encounter disproportional restrictions and 

abuse by customs authorities, including bribes, extortion, fines and confiscations of goods.
20

  In addition to such 

obstacles as poor access to capital and lack of market information, knowledge and training, the general situation 

of insecurity around the border and abuse of human rights including serious concerns about acts of violence that 

women, and some men, often face affects small-scale agricultural trade in the region.   

 

Many of these challenges and risks are compounded by several factors such as the generally poor transport net-

works and services, discipline of service agents and generally poor awareness or understanding of trading rules, 

legal insecurity, gender discrimination in economic activities and political instability of the security situation.  

Little (2007, 10) argues that insecurity and related risks, disrupt trade patterns. The Bank‟s assistance to a country 

to develop trade flows can only be effective if insecurity issues at the borders are understood. Reducing interfe-

rence with these micro traders can improve the incomes and security, and promote a freer flow of goods across 

borders.  

 

Trader voices in this study are largely female, and the elites are mostly male (82%). And, it should be pointed out 

now that not all stakeholders agree (or even like) the abuses at the borders. But, speaking out in opposition in a 

milieu where clientelistic politics is active is not possible. Some elites interviewed in this study commended this 

report because it puts the lens squarely on traders, poor ones. And, interviews with stakeholders are embedded in 

this analysis, and these interviews have helped explain context-related issues. In addition, this report uses an inter-

                                                      

19 Brenton, Paul. Lecture “Trade Policy and Integration of the DR Congo into the Global Economy.” Université Catholique du Bukavu, 7 
July 2010. 

20 See also International Alert‟s report, “La Traversée” (June 2010, 38) which documents that harassment and forced bribes are happening 
at the Goma-Gisenyi border. 
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sectional analysis (such as race, ethnicity, gender and class) because it works in this context where multiple iden-

tities are affecting traders (Hill 2000).  

 

2. STUDY’S FRAMEWORK  

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
Potential opportunities are not being exploited to improve trade crossing in Eastern DR Congo. Research data 

suggests there are three key factors arresting trade development in the region: (1) an unstable political and security 

situation in Eastern Congo, (2) restrictive government policies and (3) poor infrastructure. This project aims to 

uncover other issues affecting poor food traders who cross borders every day.  Poor traders, mostly marginalized 

women, are part of the current trade flows and examining the gendered implications of security and risks is impor-

tant in unraveling the obstacles to trade.  

Each of the border points in this study in Rwanda, Uganda, DR Congo and Burundi are land-locked countries and 

far from their respective big cities (Little 2007).
21

 As such, these border points are more land-linked among them-

selves, which some speculate could contribute to their being better connected to the global market through simul-

taneously developing corridors to the adjacent coastal countries (e.g., Kenya and Tanzania).  But, this is not hap-

pening. The DTIS for Congo (2010, 2) finds that there are “good prospects” for CBT and knowing more about 

issues behind the border can better inform policy. The World Bank‟s 

Africa Region wants empirical evidence, as hard as it is to get, in these 

hard-to-reach places, to assist in policy reform of thick borders obstruct-

ing regional and global trade integration.   

Trade within this region often involves cumbersome procedures for cus-

toms clearance, customs valuation methods that are not WTO-compliant 

and standards certification requirements that are not in conformity with 

international norms. Lack of legislative framework and institutional 

weaknesses contribute to bottlenecks at border crossings, while transport 

corridors and the positioning of border posts are often not planned with a 

view toward facilitating cross-border trade. The combination of these fac-

tors with often ill-equipped border posts contributes to badly managed 

border traffic flows and increased costs of trade. In the Great Lakes re-

gion, clearing a border requires inspection and clearance by multiple 

agencies, as well as informal and illegal actors, who in general do not 

                                                      

21 In Paul Brenton‟s lecture, “Trade Policy and Integration of the DR Congo into the Global Economy” (2010) showed through an emission 

of light study which correlates with trade activity that the Eastern DR Congo and its border are closer to Kampala, Uganda than to Kinsha-
sa, DR Congo.   
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coordinate with one another to facilitate transit. Combination of these barriers with non-transparent, complex, and 

bureaucratic border transit procedures with all kinds of harassments at differing levels and arbitrary standards not 

only inflate costs but also discriminate against certain people and assists in corruption and smuggling.
22

 

In each of these border points, poor women traders working in agricultural sector in the informal sector are vul-

nerable to informal policies and processes. Such informalities at the border are anecdotal but significant; yet little 

is known about them. As some states seek to strengthen human security, states know the importance to utilize the 

productivity of its marginalized people. Cross border traders are  treated poorly, insulted and labeled as “drug ad-

dicts” or “smugglers” because by state officials in large part due to the informality of what they do.
23

  Misin-

formed elites at the national and local levels think that all people in the informal sector are reasons for heightened 

concerns, as they regarded as threats to the stability of the country. In fact, it‟s not the traders but the very border 

officials who create destabilizing forces when they harm people.  Perhaps states in this region, who do value the 

petty trader, have not underlined its platform clearly to its front line staff that cross border traders are vital to the 

state‟s development. Instead myths and absent policies leaves traders vulnerable to clientelistic tendencies of cer-

tain border officials and related informal actors. Such anti-market actors at the borders have negative impacts on 

trade.  

The World Bank‟s goal is to understand the gendered implications of the agricultural cross border trade in the 

Great Lakes region in Africa. In the DTIS for the Congo (2010, 109), food crops account for 80% of the agricul-

tural GDP and for this reason its formalization can support economic growth and poverty reduction.
24

 

Hopefully, the insights from 181 brave traders in this study provides an opportunity for introspection and to in-

form a new generation of policy reforms that are actually responsive to the needs of traders who cross border 

every day.  

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT 
This project intended to show the potential for increased trade in the region and the main constraints that are pre-

venting that potential from being realized. The purpose of this study is to learn what agricultural traders, those 

engaged in cross border activities have to say about trade at their border points.  Initially, the Bank was open to 

focus only on the DR Congo of the border because of the uncertainty of doing this kind of research project. After 

securing a local team, it was possible to look at traders on both sides of the border and to compare what traders 

are saying.  

As food vending across borders is dominated by women, the emphasis in this report is on women “les mamans.”   

However, poor male traders are also involved in this project to learn about their perspectives. The study‟s central 

questions are: (1) What are the challenges affecting traders, mostly women when they cross borders? (2) What 

policies can improve security and higher levels of commercialized trading?  

 

This report aims to share the general ideas, thoughts and status of traders, women and men, across the different 

country contexts as well as disaggregate the data within each country. There may be some comparisons among the 

                                                      

22 This section was taken from the World Bank‟s terms of reference and research planning document, updated in June 2010. 

23 The term “smugglers” in this report is defined as people who hide and transport illegal products. 

24 Brenton‟s lecture “Trade Policy and Integration of the DR Congo into the Global Economy.” Université Catholique du Bukavu, 7 July 
2010. 
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traders within and across the countries – but this study is in no way a classical comparative case study. 

Comparisons will only be carried out when it makes sense to do so.  

With this backdrop, the project has two main objectives:   

(1) To demonstrate clearly through analytical studies the substantial potential for increased trade in the region and 

to document the key policy and barriers (such as security) that limit current entrepreneurial and cross border trade; 

 (2)To utilize this information to initiate a dialogue between key stakeholders in the region as well as with (and 

within) the Bank and other international institutions and donors on practical policy measures that can be made to 

realize mutual gains from trade while defining the key priorities with regard to policy development and future in-

vestments in infrastructure.  

METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH 
Research on the informal trade in Eastern Congo is no easy task. And the cost of carrying out such a project was 

expensive due to the risks involved.  These borderlands are quite a distance from the cities and poor transportation 

(yet costly) made it tricky to move around and to meet with elites and traders. For example, at the Kasindi-

Mpondwe border, the research plan was scaled back due to unsafe conditions. On 27 July 2010, the local research 

team arrived close to Beni and learned that fifteen persons were murdered and dozens injured by rebels just before 

their arrival.
25

 Rwanda‟s presidential elections made it impossible to meet with any state officials regardless of the 

permission letters from the World Bank. At times, the work was curtailed and re-started due to unexpected politi-

cal occurrences that made it complicated to carry out this research.
26

 

The international consultant collaborated with the World Bank‟s Africa Region to develop tools and documents 

that were given to the local consultants to support the field work.  Processes and systems were standardized as 

much as possible. It was agreed that the local consultant‟s would lead and facilitate the Bank‟s work in the field 

and the Bank was instrumental in delineating the parameters and managing expectations for this project.  

Fieldwork was conducted in four countries: Uganda, DR Congo, Rwanda and Burundi from 4
th
 July to 5 Septem-

ber 2010.  A key feature of the methodology was a research team (ten persons in total) composed of both an inter-

national consultant and two lead consultants based in Bukavu, DR Congo as well as a team of surveyors and local 

facilitators at each border check point.
27

 Field work started in early July 2010 in Bukavu-Cyangugu, North Kivu 

and moved to each of the eight border points until early September 2010.
28

  Individual interviews of traders were 

carried out by a two local consultants and a team of four regionally based interviewers, three women and one man 

                                                      

25 Internal reports by local consultants, 1 August 2010.  

26 See Little‟s report (2001, 3) where he documents his difficulty in carrying out research in the borderlands of Kenya and Somalia. 

27 The lead local consultants have extensive research experience in DR Congo as well as in Rwanda, Uganda and Burundi. The DR Congo 

lead consultants are fluent in French, English and Swahili and some Kinyarwanda (Rwanda‟s local language). They hired three interview-

ers who were able to translate the French interview tools into local language at each location. The international consultant, specializes in 

gender and enterprise development in weak states and she speaks French and English. Focus groups were conducted in French and the do-

minant local language with the local facilitator from the area. In several cases, some subjects did not require translation in the focus group 

or interviews. Almost all stakeholder interviews were in French with the exception of Swahili for the Ugandan officials. Local interviewers 

and facilitators at each location were instrumental in defining local context, explaining concepts and issues to ensure understanding by the 

subjects as well the consultants (Mohanty 2003).  As a result, approaches and tools were modified to fit with the local context and all tools 
were revised six times before a final version was produced.     

28 In Kasindi-Mpondwe border point, the local team was unable to carry out research in Uganda. They interviewed Ugandan elites and held 
focus groups with Ugandan traders on the DR Congo side of the border. 
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to ensure a local lens to this project (Mohanty 2003). In addition, local assistants from each border point were 

hired to assist in elite interviews and focus group sessions. Eight focus groups were carried out by the internation-

al consultant and the lead local consultants.
29

  

This study used a mix of qualitative methods.  To be most effective, the approach was ethnographic; in that re-

searchers had to observe and watch the communities before interviewing (Maxwell 2005).  The team visited the 

borders, took pictures (when it was permitted). Visits to observe the border enabled researcher‟s to see for them-

selves the activity at each border. In several visits, the team visited border crossings and international and national 

consultants were able to see the many agencies operating at the border. Individual interviews were often con-

ducted at people‟s homes, or offices or in the markets. Visits to the nearby markets and residential slum communi-

ties near the border were helpful into getting a glimpse into the social and economic conditions of the cross border 

traders. Such ethnographic approaches assisted in analyzing secondary texts and materials such as unpublished 

reports and journal articles.  

Data collection included interviews with two groups: traders and stakeholders (sometimes referred to as elites). A 

total of 181 traders were interviewed, of which 100 had in-depth interviews and 81 persons participated in eight 

focus groups (FG).
30

   

A total of 58 elites were interviewed, of which 54 elites completed structured interviews and four unstructured 

interviews at each location except in Cyangugu. See Appendix 1 for a list of stakeholders.
31

 Rwanda elites re-

fused to participate in this study and an additional letter from Kigali was required.  In fact, the Rwandan authori-

ties tried to stop the focus group sessions and delayed researchers several times when crossing the borders.
32

  

The information given by stakeholders is integrated throughout this report. All stakeholder interviews were car-

ried out by the two lead local consultants.  See Appendix 3 for the interview tool used with elites/stakeholders. In 

this region, carrying out research is tricky. At the report submission time, the local consultants were not prepared 

to share elite names or positions for fear of political problems they will encounter themselves. Full anonymity was 

given to the 58 elites from each border post. Elites came from the senior and lower level officials in customs, po-

lice, immigration, military and intelligence as well as a few from local non-profit organizations. See Appendix 1 

for a list of elites.      

Interview tools were standardized as much as possible but adapted to fit with the contextual realities. Interviews 

were designed so that people could tell a story and, at times, involved a dialogue so that trust could develop –but 

the focus in this project was to listen to people (Seidman 2006, 85-87). After each tool was piloted in July 2010, 

the interview tool for traders was modified to better respond to country context several times. See Appendix 2. 

There was an effort to keep the questions similar so that issues could be compared across the four border points, 

as appropriate.  In each country, the interview tools were tested and questions were refined after close consultation 

with local national consultants (Seidman 2006, 38-39). Every effort was made to ensure that there was triangula-

                                                      

29 Local lead consultants carried out two focus groups in Kasindi independently of the international consultant but received coaching and 
training before doing so in July 2010 to ensure consistency in its delivery. 

30 In July 2010, the local research team was trained in qualitative methodology workshop, which included testing the tools and revising the 

questions.  Bukavu, DR Congo, 8 to 11 July 2010. 

31 Local researchers report that they met with 32 elites informally but were unable to give names or agencies.  This report counts only elites 

who were able to give ages, agency and level of position. Many of these unstructured interviews were carried out in Goma-Gisenyi and 
Bukavu-Cyangugu. 

32 Local consultant internal reports, July and August 2010. 
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tion – collecting information from a diverse range of individuals and settings using a variety of methods. For ex-

ample, this report includes: secondary sources, in-depth interviews, focus groups with youth alumni, and inter-

views with stakeholders. The triangulation strategy (Maxwell 2005, 112) mitigates the risk of systematic biases 

and enables a better assessment of the explanations.  

SAMPLE SIZE 
This project met with a total of 239 persons in four countries, of which 181 were traders and 58 were stakeholders 

(elites). See Table 1 below. 

Most of the traders selected were those engaged in the agricultural activities, mostly retailing food san tuff in un-

processed state. Emphasis was on poor women traders (85%) but not exclusively as male traders were also inter-

viewed on both sides of the border.  And, only 18% of the stakeholders were female which indicates that males 

largely control most borders. In an Office des Douanes et Assises (OFIDA) report (dated: 2010), only 19% of 

their custom agents are female.
33

 Male authorities who control crossings of poor women traders is a snap shot of 

the dynamics at work at each border.  See Table 1. These gendered power dynamics explain perhaps why there is 

a divergence of perspectives in this study.    

Table 1: Sample Size by Methodology and Location 

Methodology  

Border 1:                

DR Congo and 

Burundi 

Border 2:  DR Congo 

and Rwanda 

Border 3:               

DR Congo and 

Rwanda 

Border 4:                    

DR Congo and 

Uganda Total 

  Uvira Gatumba Bukavu Cyangugu Goma Gisenyi Kasindi Mpondwe   

Focus Group, traders 10 10 10 10 11 10 10 10 81 

Individual interviews 

with traders 20 10 20 10 20 10 10 0 100 

Total Traders 30 20 30 20 31 20 20 10 181 

In-depth interviews 

with stakeholders 10 10 10 0 7 2 10 5 54 

Unstructured discus-

sions with stakeholders 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 4 

Total Stakeholders 10 10 11 0 10 2 10 5 58 

                    

Sample Size Total 40 30 41 20 41 22 30 15 239 

 

As highlighted in the methodology section, multiple qualitative methods used in this study were: individual inter-

views and focus group sessions (FGs). All individual interviews and FGs with traders were held at a neutral place 

with easy access for the subject. In a number of cases, some participants requested that interviews at their homes 

or businesses, and this enabled local assistants and interviewers to observe traders in their settings–share in their 

life experience (Seidman 2006, 106).   

                                                      

33 Classified documents from OFIDA confirm that female staff persons are under-representative at the major border points in North Kivu.  

For example, at the Goma office there are 4/24 women at the grand barrier and 3/11 at the petite barrier. In Kasindi, 10 women agents out 

of 89.  These documents were shared by the consultants by email 8 September 2010. In this study, we found the border heavily dominated 
by men, except at the Bukavu-Cyangugu border points (Rusizi I) where the directors in charge are women.       
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The FGs with traders had about ten main questions mapped onto key questions from the individual interviews. 

Each FG had no more than eleven people and on average lasted one and half hours at a neutral location except in 

Gatumba where the session ran closer to two hours. See Appendix 4 for the focus group questions. As mentioned 

earlier, interviews with stakeholders were structured or unstructured interviews. Each interview was about 45 mi-

nutes and involved from one person. Interviews with all stakeholders were conducted in French, Swahili, Kirundi 

or Kinyarwanda.  

This study recruited locally-based assistants at each border point so that international, regional and local perspec-

tives were present during the data collection and analysis and this enabled researchers to shift roles as appropriate. 

As mentioned earlier, the pairing up of an international consultant with local consultants was important to this 

project. One clear limitation to this project was that the two main local consultants were from the DR Congo. Dur-

ing the election period in Rwanda (August 2010), the Congolese lead researchers experienced resistance at the 

borders, and were unable to complete interviews with Rwandan officials. To remedy this issue, local facilitators 

and surveyors from each border point were hired to work on this project to mitigate biases as much as possible. 

Moreover, the gender balance on the research team (six women, four men) ensured that there was a gender lens in 

the work. This report analysis makes an effort to include an intersectional framework to examine race, ethnicity, 

gender and class in the findings (Hill 2000). At some borders certain identities may trump over others.   

  

3. KEY FINDINGS 

WHO ARE THE CROSS BORDER TRADERS?  
This study looks at 239 traders and elites across four countries: Uganda, DR Congo, Rwanda and Burundi. The 

sample size includes 181 traders, of which 85% were women, and 58 elites (also referred to as stakeholders).  

Traders in this study were poor women and men, often with no land title.  They are mostly young people at 32 

years. At least 44% of them have more than five years of CBT experience, and began hawking goods in the in-

formal market because they had no other option. At least 50% of the traders in this study were pre-literates, and 

all came from very poor families and they left school at a young age to make a living.
34

  

Wars and instability has contributed to the rural exodus as well as increased female-headed households, and in 

this study traders shared that they migrated to the borderlands because of the increased security at these points. 

About 77% of the traders (50% were female headed households) attested that this business activity was their sole 

source of income.  

Insecure borderlands make most traders move goods during day time hours, where they head-carry or pay to have 

goods cycled over the border before dark. They make the border track daily (37%) or several weekly (35%); de-

spite the risks they encounter at each border crossing. As it gets dark by 6pm, women like Rema, a vegetable 

(beans, cassava) trader from Goma, avoids delays at the border, “I try and cross the border before 17 hours (5pm) 

otherwise the Rwandan men fondle me (indicating they touch her private parts).”
35

   

                                                      

34 Individual interviews and focus groups with traders. 

35 Interview, Goma, 16 August 2010. 
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Most alarmingly is that the 181 traders in this study started their businesses with seed capital less than $50 that 

they secured from their own personal savings or borrowed from family.
 36

 For example, in this study Ugandan 

traders started with a very low capital base of USD $5.
37

 These micro entrepreneurs who persevere under serious 

constraints to eke out a living do so with very small capital and only 10% of the people interviewed in this study 

engage with microfinance banks.  

In many countries, poor businesspeople want loans to grow their businesses (Rutherford 2000). At a trade forum 

in Burundi, micro businesspeople also stated that they want access to microfinance as 80% of credit currently 

goes to men.
38

    But, most traders (65%) in this study want access to microfinance.
39

   

PROFILE OF THE CROSS BORDER TRADER   
Cross border traders engaged food commodities, mostly in an unprocessed state, are relatively young with an am-

ple number of years experience in crossing borders. And, they are aware of the informal politics that leave them 

vulnerable to border officials. It is these poor traders, women and men, often with no land title, who create self 

employment and link food farmers in villages to markets who are beholden to unfair treatment from local authori-

ties at the border, who profit from their border crossings.   

The bulk of the people interviewed in this study were Congolese (64%) from the Kasindi, Goma, Bukavu and 

Uvira border points.  And, then Rwandans at 18%, Burundis at 13%.  The insecurity at the Kasindi-Mpondwe 

borders affected the scale of interviews for the area. See Figure 1 below. 

Figure 1: Nationality of People Interviewed (n=239) 

 

 

 

                                                      

36 Findings correspond with those of International Alert‟s report (June 2010). 

37 Focus group with Ugandan traders, Kasindi, 31 July 2010. 

3838 International Alert‟s report “Report of the Great Lakes Cross Border Trade Forums Proceedings,” July 2008. 

39 This finding corresponds with Little‟s work (2007, 17) in eastern Africa where he finds less 10% of the herders had access to formal 
finance.  
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ANALYSIS OF BORDERS BY COUNTRY 
Cross border traders want better incomes, vibrant markets and safer borders. Most traders purchase their goods 

from wholesalers in the markets and 20% buy directly from the producers.  

Goods traded by Border: Congolese at the Goma-Gisenyi and Bukavu-Cyangugu border claim that they go to 

Rwanda in search of lower priced agricultural food stuff such as fruits, vegetables, maize, chickens, fish (samba-

za) and resell it in Congo for a higher price.
40

 Rwandans also sell agricultural products such as yogurt and milk 

products in Congo which creates tension between traders as Congolese are restricted from selling in Rwanda. Ac-

cording to the traders interviewed, agricultural production in Eastern Congo has been interrupted by wars and 

rebel attacks since 1998 (DTIS 2010, 108).  Rwandans report buying used clothing, shoes and beauty products 

from the Congo and re-selling it Rwanda.  Traders selling non-agricultural items travel to Uganda for confectio-

nary, condiments and household items that they believe come from Dubai and Kenya.   

At the Uvira-Gatumba border, 90% of the Burundi and Congolese traders were heads of households, of which 

70% were female-headed households.
41

 All traders report that it is cheaper to buy goods in Bujumbura and sell it 

in the markets around the Uvira area. Burundi and Congolese traders buy fruits and vegetables and bread in the 

DR Congo.  Burundi traders sell mukeke (local fish) to the Congo.  Traders on both sides tend to buy household 

consumption goods in Congo.    

At the Goma-Gisenyi border point, as in Kasindi-Mpondwe, Congolese farming production is low due to the con-

flicts. Congolese traders buy agricultural unprocessed food stuff such as eggs, tomatoes, onions, egg plants, cab-

bage and maize as well as smaller livestock like chickens and goats in Rwanda. Rwandans also sell their goods in 

Congo at the markets, street hawking and door-to-door.
42

 As mentioned earlier, policy restrictions that do not let 

Congolese vendors to sell in Rwanda creates tensions between traders.  Rwandans buy fuel, rice, car oils, used 

clothes and household items in Goma to resell in Rwanda.
43

     

Multiple Currencies: The American dollar is supreme in the DR Congo. The USD is used in Kasindi and not the 

country‟s own franc. As Ugandans have banned the use of the FC so traders prefer to use US dollars or Ugandan 

Shillings (UGX).
44

  Traders in Bukavu complained that they did not understand the US dollar.
45

 In Rwanda and 

Burundi, traders use the country‟s currency most frequently but are willing to exchange it for the USD which they 

can use in DR Congo.  

Table 2: Currencies used at borders 

Bukavu-Cyangugu USD, Congolese Francs in DR Congo; Rwanda Francs only in Rwanda 

Kasindi-Mpondwe Ugandan Shilling and USD in both countries 

Uvira-Gatumba Congolese Francs and USD in DR Congo and Burundi Francs in Burundi 

Goma-Gisenyi USD and Congolese Francs in DR Congo, Rwanda Francs in Rwanda 

                                                      

40 In the interviews and focus groups, 12 July and 13 August 2010.  

41 Focus groups in Gatumba, 10 August 2010 and in Uvira, 11 August 2010.  

42 Focus group, Goma, 16 August 2010. 

43 Focus group, Gisenyi, 17 August 2010.  

44 At the two focus groups in Kasindi, Congolese traders wanted their per diem allowance paid in UGX. 31 July 2010. 

45 Focus group, Bukavu, 12 July 2010. 
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Bribes by Border: The norm at each border point is to pay informal fees. A whopping 85% of traders pay bribes. 

Burundi pay bribes 40% and Congolese at Uvira pay 100%. See Figure 2 below. Traders in all four border points 

repeated the catch phrase used by officials: “Sans argent, on ne passe pas” (no money, no passing). Every effort 

was made to understand the average payments made at each border exit. But, the local consultants could not get a 

handle on this.
46

 In Rwanda, the tariff is officially 18% of the value of goods. Traders in Burundi, DR Congo and 

Uganda were unable to explain how the duty policies.
47

  

Figure 2: Bribes by Border (n=81) 

 

In this section, an intersectional analysis is applied where there is attention to race (ethnic group), gender or class 

issues as it may be relevant for one case and not others. Although there may be general trends across countries 

and regional contexts, there are issues arising that disproportionately affect one group in particular, the women.  

COMESA IN THE REGION  

It is envisioned that with the expansion of the Marché Commun de l‟Afrique de l‟Est et Australe (COMESA) of-

fices in Goma and Gisenyi in July 2010 that micro and small-scale traders may be supported to increase income 

and reduce custom tariffs.
48

 COMESA, created in 1994, is supported by the United States Agency for Internation-

al Development (USAID) and the UK‟s Department for International Development (DFID). COMESA is aware 

of the problems encountered by cross border traders and document this in their booklet, “Facilitation du Com-

merce Transfrontalier: Regime commercial simplifié du COMESA.”
49

 As a result, COMESA has developed a 

                                                      

46 Questions about the fees paid and how much were added to the individual surveys.  World Bank‟s Brenton emailed the team in July 2010 

asking that they find out about unofficial fees paid. Some anecdotal information is provided but traders really did not know how much they 

pay; but some estimate it as high as 7,500 FC or US $ 8.57. 

47 In the DTIS report for DR Congo, there is a 12% rate but what is on paper differs from what is actually going on (Brenton‟s lecture, 
2010).  

48 Email news from Radio Okapi, «RDC-Rwanda: Commerce transfrontalier, un bureau du COMESA pour Goma et Gisenyi» 17 July 
2010. 

49 See COMESA publication, pages 2 and 3.  
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simplified tariff regime or as it is called in French, Le Regime commercial Simplifie du COMESA (RECOS) where 

certain goods are tax exempt and processing is simplified for micro-level traders.   

In USAID‟s document, “USAID/East Africa Biweekly Update” it states the purpose of the COMESA desks,  

“..to provide information and resources on trade standards and tariffs to small scale 

traders (many of whom are women) and custom officials at the border are there to im-

prove transparency, trade efficiency and to promote stability of these often marginalized 

and isolated cross border communities.”
50

    

Unfortunately, these goals or policies are not well publicized or understood to the traders or border officials alike.  

No trader in the focus groups in Goma or Gisenyi was aware of the COMESA office at the border was there to 

assist them.
51

  In fact, the government of DR Congo has not approved this process, neither has the Rwandan state, 

as it waits to see what the DR Congo state will do.
52

    

Most traders we met with are ready to pay custom duties; but find that unclear and forced “pots de vin” (bribes) 

are unreasonable and interfere with them making a viable living.
53

   

A consistent finding across all borders was perceptions. Most traders feel that state officials “look down” or “in-

sult” them because they are poor hustlers. Titeca (2009, 3) notes that “in peripheral border areas people have had 

to fend for themselves.”
54

 Yet, a negative mind-set exists at borders among officials who see these poor traders in 

the informal sector as “illegal” and “bad.”  Traders themselves feel that being poor is why border officials treat 

them like this. Jeanne, a trader in Goma, argues:  

“Look at the (Goma) border, it is nil (nothing). This place and how it is…is… a mirror 

of us. We (traders) are like nothing because look at how our own officials treat us.”
55

  

Not all officials are like this, but many officials have these cultural myths embedded in their minds about the 

working poor traders as being “thieves” or “smugglers” because they move through informal channels.  

At the Goma-Gisenyi border, local assistants in this project felt that the elites had negative views and were mak-

ing a mockery about cross border traders, and speculate this was affecting how they dealt with this group of 

people.
56

 In fact, it was discovered at the Kasindi-Ugandan border that there are dozens of informal borders and 

large businessmen are moving high-value commodities (such as precious minerals and arms) at night when these 

borders are officially closed but it is unclear whether they are subject to these same abuses.
57

 

                                                      

50 A slightly modified purpose statement is taken from the USAID/East Africa‟s document, “Trading for Peace Promotes Cross Border 
Stability and Transparency in the Great Lakes.” 29 July 2010. See the website for more details: http://eastafrica.usaid.gov 

51 As mentioned before the COMESA at Goma seemed functioning for trader interests; in Gisenyi, no Rwandan trader was willing to go to 
this office. Collected information during focus groups, 16 and 17 August 2010.  

52 Interview with stakeholder, Goma, 16 August 2010. 

53 Focus group, Uvira, 11 August 2010. 

54 See Titeca‟s paper (2009) where he examines the cross border trade in Uganda, Congo and Sudan. 

55 Interview, Goma, 16 August 2010. 

56 Discussions with local assistants based in Rwanda and Congo, Gisenyi, Rwanda, 19 August 2010. 

57 Interviews, Mpondwe and Kasindi, 30-31 July 2010. 

http://eastafrica.usaid.gov/
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DR CONGO  
This study met with 64% Congolese, a total of 152 people.  See Figure 1. In terms of rights, 61.43% of the Con-

golese traders interviewed say they can express their concerns at the borders, which is higher than Rwanda but 

lower than in Burundi. Being able to express their rights seems more constrained for traders in Uvira where there 

appears to be less grievous issues than in Goma and in Bukavu.  

Excessive border services exist at the Kasindi and Goma borders.
58

 Congolese traders at any of the border points 

are very likely (58.57%) to encounter Police Nationale Congolaise (PNC) and military (45.71%) in addition to 

customs, health and immigration offices when they cross the border.  Often the ANR (intelligence) operates out of 

the DGM office.
59

 Traders, particularly those in Goma, encounter Intelligence (ANR) and other informal actors 

and thugs (like maibobo and chora chora) at the borders which are added stresses when crossing borders.  

Kasindi: Kasindi has a population of 27,000 and traders often move towards larger towns like Butembo and Beni 

to sell and buy goods. Custom records suggest that 2,000 traders cross the borders every day.
60

  

This border zone is vulnerable to rebel attacks (such as Allied Democratic Forces-National Army for Liberation of 

Uganda (ADF-NALU), smaller rebels groups like Mai-Mai and Hutu extremists from Rwanda, Democratic Libe-

ration Forces of Rwanda (FDLR).  For this reason, military and police presence is very high. Traders meet police 

and military in large numbers because of the security needs in the area.  

Some traders think there are advantages to traders who speak the local 

language (such as Nandi) and they can pass through the border with no 

issues; others are asked for paperwork and encounter delays. War in this 

area has left Congolese women, and the Ugandan women, widowed. 

Women on both sides of the border are often “wives” or “partners” to the 

policemen and soldiers. In interviews, stakeholders were quick to suggest 

that these women avoid paying duties because they will use sex. Blame is 

passed to these women traders who are described as prostituting them-

selves rather than allocating accountability to male authorities, who have 

power, to stop the „sexual exchange.‟ More research is required to ascer-

tain the levels of sexual violence against women traders by security offi-

cials at the Kasindi-Mpondwe border point.    

Bukavu:  A principle market near Bukavu is Nyawara.  One of the country‟s premier universities, Université Ca-

tholique du Bukavu is also located here. The town and greater area has a population of 800,000 and stark inequali-

ties between the very rich and very poor exist (Chua 2003).  Many of the poor traders live in slums called “Pe-

trol”, Ceredi (Nguba) and Nyamugo. In the interviews and focus groups, Congolese traders (in Bukavu) travel to 

Cyangugu and Kamembe to buy agricultural goods because it is cheaper there than in Congo.     

On the Congo side, Rusizi II (vehicles) appears more organized than Rusizi I (mostly foot traders). Both locations 

lack sufficient parking spaces, which is hazardous for pedestrians.  The DR Congo side of the border closes at 

6pm due to no electricity while the Rwandan border stays open 24 hours.
61

  Customs offices visited on the Congo 

                                                      

58 Local researchers found that there are at least 13 services operating in Goma and at least seven in Kasindi. 

59 Interview with stakeholder, Goma, 17 August 2010. 

60 Interview with stakeholder, Kasindi, 30 July 2010. 

61 Interview, mid-level border official at the Bukavu-Cyangugu border, 8 July 2010.  

CONGO TRADER 
My story is like this: when I 

buy my eggs in Rwanda, as 

soon as I cross to Congo I give 

one egg to every official who 

asks me. Some days I give 

away more than 30 eggs! 

Jeanette, 51, eggs and sugar 

trader from Goma  
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side were equipped with computers but had no power despite a generator installed at the Rusizi II border (near the  

DGM office). Mixed views exist on closure times,  but Rwandan milk traders claim that they can cross the border 

at Rusizi II until very late. The Rwandan side of the border is fully equipped with electricity and appears well-

organized.  In contrast, the Congo side has a number of informal actors loitering on the roadside, some official 

and many more informal actors, watching movements across the border.    

Rwandans (60%) are paying bribes to Congolese officials at a much higher rate than their Congolese counterparts 

who claim they pay only 25%.  Those Congolese traders who pay bribes say that they pay on average 5,000 FC or 

USD $5.71 in bribes per exit.
62

 Traders on both sides of the border attribute their negative experiences to the Con-

go officials and not to the Rwandan officials. Fura, a 35 year-old Congolese sambaza (dry fish) trader com-

plained: “Everyone expects money from me, they put it in their pockets and I don‟t know where it is going.”
63

 On 

the Rwandan side of the border, traders estimate that they are expected to pay about 18% of the total value of their 

goods imported into the country and some felt this was happening. They complained that they thought this rate 

was too high. On paper, the customs tax is 12% for the DR Congo but no trader knew this (World Trade Indica-

tors, 2009/10).     

Uvira/Kavinvira: Hands down Uvira wins as the “better” border point in this study. This border point merits fur-

ther investigation to understand why traders were relatively pleased with services at the Uvira border. More im-

portantly, only 40% of the Burundi traders claim that they pay bribes (much lower percentage than other traders).  

Of all the borders, traders on both sides prefer the Uvira side of the border. Congolese (65%) and Burundi (70%) 

traders say they find positive and very positive attitudes from border officials, even as these same officials take 

bribes from them. Corrupt officials at this border point have a nice manner as they take people‟s money.   

It is the only border point in the study where cross border trader organizations were active, and this distinguishes 

it from the other borders. Trader organizations work on cross border issues, and despite complaints about their 

quality or effectiveness, these organizations have a presence at the borders.  In theory, officials know that these 

organizations are there to support the traders.  Mbakaze (Cross Border Association) lobbies on behalf of its trad-

ers.  Another trader association was Umoja ni nguvu (Association Provinciale des Bouchers) which advocates for 

the rights to finance for its members. As “nice” as these officials appear to traders, 30% of Congolese women 

traders did report in the focus group sexual harassment and orders for sex were routinely made to them by Congo-

lese state officials when they crossed the borders.
64

 Therese, 25, a tomato trader said, “If I don‟t accept their order 

to have sex with them, they make me suffer.”
65

 Organizations working on cross border issues can work to advo-

cate for these women traders. 

Goma: Goma is the capital of the North Kivu province with a population of 650,000. Goma is situated in the most 

easterly part of DR Congo and close to the Nyiragongo volcano. Goma is a vibrant place with people from all 

over drawn to this town for its mineral riches. Sharing a border with Gisenyi, this border point has dynamic trade 

activities.  Some of the major markets in the area include: Mbugangari, Byahi, Majenho, Gisenyi market (en ville) 

and Hahoko.    

                                                      

62 Focus group session, Bukavu, 12 July 2010. 

63 Interview, Bukavu, 12 July 2010. 

64 Interview, “Brigitte,” a 30 year old, Corn and bean trader, 11 August 2010.   

65 Interview, Uvira, 11 August 2010. 
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Despite its entrepreneurial hub, Goma‟s people have long suffered because of the war and rebel activities. As re-

cent as August 2010, a raping spree of more than 200 women and young boys was carried out in villages sur-

rounding Goma.
66

 Grave insecurities to women exist in this part of North Kivu province. Aware of some of these 

issues and trade potential for the region, the COMESA desk at Goma was installed in July 2010. Its core business 

is to act on the behalf of small traders to reduce bottlenecks at the borders. Increasingly, the COMESA-Goma 

desk is also working on human rights violations taking place at this border (COMESA‟s Gisenyi office is not as-

sisting traders effectively).  

At the Goma border, there are two crossings: petite barrière (small border) and grand barrier (big border) created 

by the Customs Administration to facilitate trade for small traders (DTIS/Congo, 2).  Striking differences between 

the two “petite” and “grand” borders on the Congo side.  Goma borders are also in stark contrast to the orderly 

and well-organized Rwandan borders. At the grand barrière, large vehicles and travelers tend to use this border 

point as the road is paved and wider for those moving across with vehicles. Two hotels are within very close prox-

imity to the grand barrière which may contribute to the traffic at this border. As well there are a number of people, 

not dressed in uniform that seem to be working at the border.  

At the petite barrière (Goma side) it is chaos.  Roads are very poor, and congested with vendors, and a number of 

storefronts tumble onto the busy roadside.  Traders on foot use this petite crossing more frequently than the grand 

barrière because it is located closer to the town‟s market and shops willing to buy their produce. One way traders 

try to reduce informal fees is to employ handicap transporters because there is a policy not to tax invalids from 

making a living.
67

 

At the petite barrière, traders, travelers and officials encounter numerous informal actors.  Informal actors are 

many and comprise of unemployed young male idlers also known as “maibobo” or “chora chora” (street youth 

and thugs) and the sub-contracted hires “les viseurs” as well as plain-clothed operatives.  These informal actors 

are mainly posted around the border point but many move into the main market place to harass traders for pay-

ments. Military, ANR and PNC presence is very strong at this border point; yet, they permit informal actors from 

harassing people.  Sub-contracted hires “les viseurs” (watchers) hired by border officials are granted permission to 

harass and extract in-kind and cash payments from traders.
68

  Apparently, these “watchers” employed by state of-

ficials patrol the area and markets.
69

   

With all these issues at the Goma border, there was only one trader association, but unknown to the traders.  This 

association, "Kikundi cha Wama” (Association for agricultural traders) is trying to assist cross border traders, and 

to defend their human rights at the two borders. More trader groups are needed to combat abuses against traders. 

As tension also exist between Congolese and Rwandan traders, such trader organizations can facilitate dialogue 

and lobby trade restrictions in Rwanda. 

                                                      

66 CBS report “Some 200 Women Gang-raped in Congo.” Retrieved information on 12 September 2010. See more at:  
http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2010/08/23/world/main6798242.shtml 

67 State policy makes it frowned on to ask handicap persons who transport goods for bribes.  Interview with a handicap trader and transpor-

ter confirmed that this was true. Information collected during focus group session in Goma, 16 August 2010. 

68 Interviews with stakeholder in Goma, July 2010.  An official reported he has hired six persons to work for him (watchers) in and around 

the border, and he pays them out of his own salary to recover payments from traders. This information is taken from the “Gender and Cross 
Border report” completed by Ntagoma and Bucekuderhwa. 11 September 2010. (unpublished) 

69 In the field work, researchers observed blatant encircling of women traders was carried out by these “watchers” while researchers carried 

out field work at the Goma border in August 2010. In an interview with COMESA, an ANR official came into the meeting and remained 

posted outside the COMESA office until the consultants left the area.  Also confirmed in focus group, Goma, 16 August 2010. 

http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2010/08/23/world/main6798242.shtml
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RWANDA 

About 18% or 42 Rwandans, mostly traders participated in this study.  No border officials were interviewed in 

this study. Local researchers were unable to secure interviews with any Rwandan official and in fact they refused 

entry to the lead researcher on several occasions.
70

  Sad news is that despite the country‟s speedy path to econom-

ic recovery after the genocide sixteen years ago, only 40% of Rwandans say they are able to voice concerns at the 

border.
71

  

Rwandan traders are using technology more than any other trader in this study to get pricing information for their 

goods. About 95% Rwandans interviewed in this study claim to have access to market information about the 

goods they sell and 50% seem to be able to carry out and receive SMS text messages on their phones.  

Rwandan traders at both border points complain that Congolese authorities all want bribes. Moreover, Rwandans 

say that the border processing takes longer in Congo that it does in Rwanda and attributes this to the number of 

informal agencies on the Congo side.
72

 Similar to their Congolese counterparts, Rwandans experience violence 

when they cross borders from being slapped, cursed at or sexually assaulted-and even raped.   

Cyangugu: Cyangugu has roughly 90,000 inhabitants, and its nearby city Kamembe has an airport with direct 

links to Kigali. An area badly affected by the genocide in 1994, this area has reconstructed itself.  Kamembe is a 

commercial hub with traders who use it as a link to travel to Nairobi, Kampala and Dubai.
73

 A couple traders in 

the Cyangugu focus group, said that they go via Kamembe to Kampala to buy household and other consumer 

items. 

The border point, Rusizi I, appears to be well-organized and orderly like Gisenyi and very unlike Bukavu.  People 

line up in front of office windows and officials do not roam around the roadside meeting traders like they do in 

Bukavu. A foreign exchange office is located near the border and removed from the traffic at the border. Strong 

female presence in terms of custom officials, immigration and police is felt when one crosses over into Rwanda. 

Traders are likely to meet (a few female) police, customs and immigration officials.  Only 10% of the traders 

interviewed said they encounter Rwandan military and ethnographic work confirms this finding as soldiers were 

not as obvious at the Cyangugu border as in Bukavu or Goma.  

Not one official at the Cyangugu side was willing to participate in this project, even with a letter from signed from 

Washington or Kigali.  In fact, the Director at the Cyangugu border, a female, refused entry to the Congolese re-

searchers numerous times.  On the day of the focus group, the international consultant (a North American) met 

with this official and presented paperwork so that the research project could move forward.
74

  

                                                      

70
 Rwandan officials at Cyangugu and Gisenyi refused interviews despite permission letters in August 2010.  It is noted that 

this period was the Presidential elections and security was heightened on the Rwanda side of the border. 

71
 See Rwanda‟s economic development and poverty reduction strategy for 2008-2012. 

72 Focus group in Cyangugu, 13 August 2010. 

73 Taken from the “Gender and Cross Border report” completed by Ntagoma and Bucekuderhwa. 11 September 2010. (unpublished) 

74 Meeting, Cyangugu, Rwanda on 13 August 2010. 
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Generally, tensions exist between the Rwandans and Congolese, and this may have affected the process to some 

extent. Studies to review racial and ethnic discrimination and its effect on Rwandan traders are needed. Traders, 

of the Hutus ethnic group, in this study complained about unfair treatment on both sides of the border.  Racism in 

Rwanda seems to affect the Hutus more than Tutsi traders when they cross the borders.  It should be noted that the 

bulk of this research was carried out during election period at a time when the Kagame government increased its 

security.     

Gisenyi: Rwandan state officials were consistent: no border official would talk to the researchers even with per-

mission letters from the World Bank‟s Washington office.  Local researchers applied for permission but official  

would accept to do these interviews. Two Rwandan elites outside of the state system, were willing to speak to the 

researchers; however, they provided limited information.  One elite interview at the COMESA desk in Gisenyi 

suggest that the state has a strong influence on non-state actors.  

Most surprising was the meeting with the COMESA representative at Gisenyi, who labeled cross border traders as 

“drug smugglers” and “bandits.” COMESA, a newly launched project in Gisenyi, was suspect of this project and 

denied any issues or challenges exist for traders, and claimed all issues are on the Goma side of the border.
75

 What 

is more, no Rwandan trader said they will use the COMESA office on the Gisenyi side because they do not trust 

this office.
76

 Traders said they would prefer to go to the COMESA office at Goma, where the representative there 

seems to take seriously charges of abuse against traders. COMESA‟s presence at Goma is a benefit to traders but 

may be a risk to the manager who works there as his desk (and person) threatens the livelihood of many actors 

who profit from the border‟s informal activities.  

Traders at the Gisenyi border complained like their counterparts on the Goma side about acts of violence.  Wom-

en traders in particular, like their Congolese sisters in Goma, endure gross human rights violations by state author-

ities as well as by informal actors.  An older trader, Marie, 67, reported, 

“Everyday they (police) beat me up. They slap and spit on me.” Another 

woman trader, who wished not to be named, “They strip me of my pagne 

(clothes) and leave me naked to walk (home).”  Such public humiliation and 

acts of violence towards cross border traders by state officials happens each 

day. No one would believe at a tightly organized border that such violent acts 

are happening. As in Goma, the police, military and informal actors in Gi-

senyi hit, sexually abuse and rape traders when they cross the borders. (More 

information will be detailed in the next section “Risks by Border.”)  

BURUNDI  

Burundi respondents made up 13% of the sample. Burundi traders are least 

informed about market prices and they try to inform each other by word of 

mouth.  None of them reported that they had access to market information and prices for their goods. Very few 

had cell phones, and most were not able to carry out or receive text messages because of low literacy levels. De-

                                                      

75 Two meetings were carried out with the COMESA, Gisenyi side of the border before and after the focus group held in Gisenyi.  The 

COMESA representative was defensive and annoyed that Rwandan traders would claim violent acts are taking place on the Rwandan side 

of the border or by Rwandan official. (This person has not carried out empirical work on the matter). In fact, this person‟s position was to 

suggest that there was a Congolese bias to this project; however, Rwandan and North American researchers were also involved in this 

project. She was also doubtful about the research project as a whole and thought the project should focus on Goma side of the border. It 
should be noted that this same manager at the COMESA‟s desk in Gisenyi gave a Burundi researcher the same uninformed data.  

76 Focus group session in Gisenyi, 17 August 2010. 

RWANDAN TRADER 
If I don’t give fish to the sol-

diers they will dump over my 

basket and throw away my 

goods everywhere. I have to 

give them fish when I cross.” .  

Beatrice, 26, sambaza (fish),  

trader, Cyangugu  
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spite these technical issues, 90% of Burundi traders report that they are able to voice concerns at their side of the 

border.  

Gatumba: On August 13, 2004, Gatumba, a small town close to Bujumbura, was the site of a massacre where 

more than 150 people were slaughtered.
77

  Sixteen years later this quiet border town is where many traders live 

and shuttle back and forth between Gatumba and Uvira.  The focus group in Gatumba took the longest about two 

hours, because of the level of education was so low and it comprehension was much slower than traders in the 

other locations.  A number of questions had to be repeated numerous times before for the traders understood and 

were able to respond. 

Military seem to have a limited role at the Burundi side of the border.  In this study, 40% of Burundi traders re-

ported they paid bribes at the border.
78

  Risks to traders come from unemployed persons (usually young men) 

called “rouge rouge” who beat and steal goods from the women traders. 

UGANDA 

In this study, the smallest group was the Ugandans at 6%, of which 67% were female traders. (See Figure 1 

above) Ugandans use US dollar or UGX because the FC is illegal in Uganda.
79

 Mpondwe, a border post located in 

the Kasese district, and is about 450 km from Kampala, Uganda.  

Due to security issues in the area, the local researchers were unable to move freely and independently interview 

the traders. As mentioned in the methodology section, during the field work process, fifteen people were killed 

and dozens badly injured near the Parc du Virunga.
80

 Kasindi and Mpondwe are vulnerable to rebel attacks. Wars 

and conflicts in the area has left many women as single mothers. As a consequence, Ugandan women traders in 

these interviews were mostly running female-headed households. 

A number of the women in this study reported having children for the soldiers and police in the area. Like Congo-

lese women, Ugandan female traders are subject to sexual harassment from security personnel, army and police 

based on either side of the border.  Yet, the women were coping with these relations. Failure to comply with such 

orders can result in serious consequences for these traders. Elites interviewed claim that female traders treat sex as 

a way for them to “avoid paying duties” instead of analyzing the power dynamics between poor traders, who are 

women and men with guns at the borders.  

RISKS AND GENDER-SPECIFIC CHALLENGES 
Cross border traders (95%) want to improve their business activities, but report overwhelmingly that risks and 

challenges, many gender-specific, interfere with them improving household incomes.  

When one asks about gender-specific issues and challenges in this region, the responses are often muted at first 

turn. Local researchers, assistants and facilitators had difficulty translating terms like “gender” and “women-

specific challenges” to the subjects.  In most cases, there was no perfect translation for these terms in local lan-

guage. For this reason, the team devised similar questions and used locally-inspired concepts around gender and 

                                                      

77 See the Human Rights Watch Report: http://www.hrw.org/backgrounder/africa/burundi/2004/0904/1.htm#_Toc81987410 

78 In the focus group in Burundi, traders reported higher levels of bribes (60%) mostly being paid in Congo, 10 August 2010. 

79 Two focus groups in Kasindi, 31 July 2010. 

80 Field work notes, 27 July 2010. 

http://www.hrw.org/backgrounder/africa/burundi/2004/0904/1.htm#_Toc81987410
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women-specific or male-specific risks.  Still, at times, pulling gender-specific risks were difficult when interview-

ing people individually in an in-depth interview.   

It was observed that in the individual interviews, some traders were less inclined to discuss in great detail about 

risks they had encountered personally, but in the focus group format, traders expressed issues once others chimed 

in about their own experiences.  In Gisenyi, traders who were individually interviewed would not answer “yes” or 

“no” as to whether they had problems at the border for fear of retribution. Much in the same way that educated/ 

researchers in this project were apprehensive of sharing any information about the elites they met without guaran-

tee of strict confidentiality.
81

  In the group discussions, when covering gender-specific risks the space became 

tense and emotional. At the Goma and Gisenyi focus group sessions, discussions became so emotional that a 

break was needed; it was hard for the facilitators to withhold their own emotions at times. Because of the sensitive 

nature of these risks to traders, all names and locations were changed and masked in this section to protect the 

identity of these people.  

Listed here are identity-specific risks, such as gender, race, ethnicity and class, and each are further described in 

the next section by border.  

Women-specific risks:  Women traders who dominate the agricultural commerce at the borders are the ones most 

vulnerable to gender-based violence (GBV).  Findings show that 54% of traders are exposed to GBV.  See Figure 

3 below. Traders are exposed to (and which vary by border) the following: beatings, verbal insults, stripping, sex-

ual harassment, and rapes.  In telling this story about traders, it was evident that a disproportionate number of the 

women from the Goma-Gisenyi and Kasindi-Mpondwe borderlands were widows, single mothers or divorcees 

due to the wars in their communities. And, the high presence of security forces to protect the borders and people, 

also exposed them to gender-specific risks. Having said this, 30% of traders at Uvira (where there is a low mili-

tary presence) attested to sexual abuse and harassment.
82

   

Figure 3: Reported Frequency of Risks by Cross Border Traders (n=100) 

 

Male-specific risks: Poor male traders are subject to gender-specific risks too.  Male traders, Rwandans and Con-

golese alike, at the Bukavu-Cyangugu, Goma-Gisenyi and Kasindi-Mpondwe report that they are harassed for 

                                                      

81 Shiho Nagaki’s email to the Bukavu-based team on 11 September 2010. 

82 Information cited in the “Gender and Cross Border report” completed by Ntagoma and Bucekuderhwa. 11 September 2010. (unpub-
lished) 
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being suspected as “rebels” or “spies.”  Soldiers and police react hostile to them, and beat them, push them and 

spit on them as they cross the borders.       

Class-based risks: As highlighted earlier, most traders, women and men alike, see the mistreatment at the border 

as an affront to their social class.  Traders argue that officials, females and males, “insult” and “abuse” them be-

cause of their low economic and educational levels.  Officials, males and females, use their power to control and 

extract goods and money from poor traders, men and women alike, and these crimes and abuses cut across gender 

and racial identities. 

Race and Ethnicity: Traders, particularly Rwandans are understandably sensitive to this issue. To speak about 

themselves as “Hutu” or “Tutsi” is not allowed.  In the interviews, Rwandans of the Hutu ethnic group felt margi-

nalized and discriminated against more than the Tutsi when they crossed the borders.  During periods of insecuri-

ty, Rwandans report that Congolese officials and citizens throw stones at them.
83

         

RISKS ANALYZED BY BORDER 
Risks vary depending on the border check point. All traders irrespective of identities, to some degree, are at risk to 

theft and robbery. These borderlands, are insecure, and prey to bandits and rebels. As 95% (n=181) of the traders 

report carrying cash; and they have stories of being robbed en route to and from markets.  

Across eight focus group sessions, 85% of traders report that they pay bribes and 60% pay fines. Thirty-eight per 

cent of traders have their goods confiscated. Little (2007, 7) finds in his work in Ethiopia and Somalia that herders 

also lose their cattle to confiscation by government officials. Goma traders reported that they had to pay hefty 

fines to reclaim their goods when officials took away everything from them.
84

 A total of 54% traders reported that 

they were victims of acts of violence, and 38% experienced rude behavior, verbal abuse and insults.  See Figure 

3. 

Risks to traders are along multiple identities: race, class, gender and ethnicity.  These risks are treated by border to 

locate the risks within its context.   

GOMA-GISENYI.  Violence characterizes this border crossing without a doubt.  At first glance once knows that 

chaos on the Goma side especially at the petite barrière badly affects traders. Women traders are beaten, sexually 

harassed and raped every day by officials and informal actors at this border check point.  Rape is rampant in the 

region and reportedly more than 8,000 women are raped each year in Eastern Congo.
85

 Rwandan traders who sell 

goods “Porte-a-Porte” (door-to-door) are raped by men in these housing complexes routinely.
86

  Many of these 

rapes at the border or in town go unreported and are accepted by the women as part of the job.
87

     

At the petite barrière, traders, travelers and officials encounter numerous informal actors.  As mentioned earlier in 

the report, informal actors are many.  Informal actors who attack and abuse traders are often unemployed street 

                                                      

83 Focus group session at Cyangugu, 13 August 2010. 

84 Interviews and focus group session in Goma, 16 and 17 August 2010. 

85 CBS report on raping spree in Congo, 24August 2010.   

86 Interview with stakeholder, 17 August 2010. 

87 Women traders both in Goma and Gisenyi said, “We are used to this, it becomes normal after awhile.”  In no way, do the women accept 
these work conditions but with little legal recourse they are forced to cope with these violations in their own way.  16 and 17 August 2010.   
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kids who are young male idlers, locally they are called “maibobo.”
88

  In the International Alert‟s report, “La Tra-

versée” (June 2010), they report that a group of men called Rastas also assault Rwandan traders when they sell in 

town markets.  In this study, we find that some Rastas harass traders, but not all of them do.
89

 Sub-contracted 

hires by the officials are posted around the border point but many move into the main market place to harass the 

women for payment. Congolese traders call these informal hires “les viseurs” (watchers) who are paid by border 

officials to extract in-kind and cash payments from traders and use any means necessary to do so.  Apparently, 

these “watchers” who are employed by state officials often encircle traders in groups and take part of their goods 

and additional cash from them.
90

   

During the focus groups, we uncovered conflicts between traders. Rwandan and Congolese traders have tensions 

between them. Some tensions are rooted in policy: Rwandan mamans come over the border (despite risks) to  sell 

in the streets, markets and door-to-door sales in Goma; whereas, Congolese mamans are not allowed to sell in 

Rwanda, they can only buy goods and return home.
 91

  International Alert‟s recent report “La Traversée” (June 

2010, 35) also finds these conflicts between traders exist. At the Gisenyi border, there were no markets and the 

Gisenyi market is a fair distance from the border in an organized and tidy market with stalls and booths.  Rwan-

dan traders who cannot afford to do this, buy goods in Gisenyi and hawk these goods in the Goma markets and 

streets.
92

   

Well-organized borders in Rwanda gives one the impression of security and efficiency at these borders. However, 

after working on the Gisenyi side, it was discovered that abuses are happening on the Rwandan side of the border 

too.
93

  In a focus group in Gisenyi, Rwandan women as did Congolese traders reported acts of violence towards 

them. Women traders are spit on, hit, sexually molested and raped when they cross borders. Setting up focus 

groups in Rwanda, both at Cyangugu and Gisenyi, involved careful logistical planning because traders were con-

cerned that authorities may see them talking to outsiders.
94

    

Over and over again, Rwandan traders, as the Goma traders had done, repeated stories of abuse by state officials. 

An onion trader, Shadia, 40, stated,  

                                                      

88 Interviews with stakeholders and focus groups with traders in Goma and Gisenyi, 16-17 August 2010. See also a report by International 

Alert: “La Traversée: Petit commerce et amelioration des relations transfrontalières entre Goma (RD Congo) and Gisenyi (Rwanda),” June 
2010.  

89 Interview and meeting with Rasta, Goma, 16 August 2010. It seems that Rastas who wear dreadlocks and adhere to Jamaica‟s Rastafa-

rianism (a religion) and influences of reggae legend, Bob Marley, may be type-casted as a group as “bad.” They are “bad” because they do 

not conform to society‟s status quo.  Rastas as a group are distinct and stand out in Goma because of their hair but they should be catego-

rized differently from the “maibobo.”  Maibobos are a group of youth thugs who pillage and abuse traders for economic gain.    

90 Blatant encircling of women traders was carried out by these “watchers” while researchers carried out field work at the Goma border in 

August 2010. In an interview with COMESA, an ANR official came into the meeting and remained posted outside the COMESA office 
until the consultants left the area.   

91 Interview with trader, Goma, 16 August 2010. 

92 Focus group, Gisenyi, 17 August 2010.  Goma traders complained that they wanted the right to sell in Rwanda as well.   

93 Focus group in Gisenyi, 17 August 2010.  

94 Focus group, Gisenyi 17 August 2010. A stakeholder working on the Goma-Gisenyi border said that Rwandan women are violently at-
tacked by Rwandan officials except these reports are not usually reported. 
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“They (men at the borders) touch me all over my body and 

in every place (pointed to her breasts and vagina) and it‟s 

always the men who do this. None of them treat me like a 

maman, there is no respect, they touch me everywhere.”
95

   

Stories like Shadia are common, but often are hidden away because they 

are not allowed to talk about these gendered risks. Planned and systemat-

ic GBV is occurring in Goma and Gisenyi as well despite Rwandan rhe-

toric (by elites) that these things are not taking place.           

No racial issues such as Hutu-Tutsi tensions were found at this check-

point as at Cyangugu.  However, during periods of insecurity the Rwan-

dan traders said that Congolese officials and citizens (usually men) throw stones at them. Poor Rwandan male 

traders, like their Congolese counterparts, are subject to physical assaults when security forces suspect them of 

being rebels or spies. 

BUKAVU-CYANGUGU.  Congolese traders at Bukavu find that their own officials give them a harder time than 

the Rwandan officials.  Eighty per cent of the Congolese traders in the focus groups reported gender-specific is-

sues. Overall, traders did not want to negate the fact that as poor people they were also oppressed as a group by 

officials with power.  Poor traders, argued that it was their “low level” that allowed authorities to mistreat them. 

Christine, 43, a Rwandan potatoes trader, argues, “Women officials insult and push us too because I am not well 

educated like them.”  At the Rusizi I border, there appears to be more female presence because the chief border 

officials are women on both sides.  

Informality at the border gives certain authorities the power to extract resources, money or food stuff from the 

poor traders carrying goods on their persons. PNC are visible at the Bukavu border, and even some custom and 

immigration officials find this large presence difficult.
96

 According to one senior official, “Everyone is acting like 

a customs officer.”
97

 Taking money from traders, by the health control, customs, immigration, military or police, 

is the norm on the Congo side.  Congolese traders report paying bribes at an average of 5,000 FC or USD 5.71 at 

this border.
98

  Traders say (even after they pay bribes) that they are “insulted”, “slapped” and “pushed hard” by 

border officials and often the culprits are the military and police. Traders are stopped not only for official reasons 

by the border officials, but by every police person along the way.  

Extorting money from poor traders is lucrative income for officials based on the Congo side of this border. Most 

officials ask for bribes and others do so by creating arbitrary policies.  In a focus group at Bukavu, traders re-

ported that the military (FARDC) requires its citizens to convert all foreign (Rwandan Francs). As there is no 

bank at the border, the soldiers assume role of “foreign exchange bureau.” As a result, traders are bullied into 

converting RWF back into US dollars or FC at a very low rate. When traders do not accept these rules, they are 

                                                      

95 Women traders in the focus group at Gisenyi, one after another repeated acts of violence and sexually inappropriate behavior by males at 

the borders, 17 August 2010. 

96 A border official reported that at the border, it is the army and policemen who are harassing and abusing the traders.  One border official 

said, “We are limited in what they can do to change them. We write letters and then they are transferred where they continue the same ha-
bits but in a different place.” Interview, senior official, 13 July 2010.   

97 Interview, 13 July 2010. 

98 Focus group, Bukavu, 12 July 2010. 

CONGO TRADER 

Why is the military acting like 

a bureau de change (for-ex)? 

We need an official bank at 

the border so that the soldiers 

don’t rip us off.”  

Michel, fish trader from  

Bukavu, 12 July 2010  
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subject to verbal as well as physical assaults. Both Rwandan and Congolese traders complain about these financial 

losses but have no choice to pay it.   

Racism was reported by Rwandans of the Hutu ethnic group, they report “mistreatment” and “insults” because 

they are Hutu.
99

  Ethnic tensions against Hutus are seemingly apparent despite political efforts to unite citizens as 

one nationality, Rwandans.     

UVIRA-GATUMBA.  As mentioned before, this border checkpoint appears to have significantly less corruption, 

and traders seem more satisfied than at the other borders. Officials take bribes at this border, but they do so with a 

smile and in a friendly manner. Burundi traders reported paying 800 Burundi Francs or USD 0.67.
100

  Congolese 

traders say: “They think we have lots of money.”  Congolese also argue that the Burundi border officials harass 

them because of their nationality.
101

 Even with receipts, Congolese traders say officials ask for pots de vin 

(bribes).  In the Uvira focus group, Congolese say that Burundi officials will find ways to extract money from 

them; they insist on identity cards but do not recognize the Communauté Economique des Pays Grands Lacs 

(CEPGL) cards which cost USD $100 every six months!  For the traders, it is another way to swindle fees from 

them. 

As in Goma, beatings and theft by informal actors is also taking place. Groups of young men called “rouge-rouge” 

(young thugs) attack Burundi traders, especially from the women at the borders and when they walk along the 

road to the markets.
102

  

In the focus group at Uvira, 30% of the traders reported being sexually harassed and propositioned for sex by 

Congolese border officials. A male egg trader, 68, Jean-Marie, reasoned that, “When women travel along, the po-

lice and soldiers do bad things to them.  When a man is with them, this is less because they don‟t know who the 

male person is to the woman.”
103

 Women with male escorts experience less vulnerability; but the practicality for 

women to always have a man with them is not possible. 

KASINDI-MPONDWE.  More than 75% of the Ugandan and Congolese traders in the focus groups report pay-

ing bribes. At least half of the Congolese and Ugandan traders must pay fines and are subject to rude behavior and 

insults on both sides of the border.  

Women in this borderland are mainly running female-headed households as the war and rebel activity has left 

many women as single mothers. GBV is part and parcel of the cross border trade here. Women are the sole 

breadwinners for their families and often engage in activities to permit them to carry out their businesses. As re-

ported earlier, at least 50% of the Ugandan and Congolese women traders interviewed say they have sexual rela-

tions with men at the borders.
104

  

                                                      

99 Interview with trader, Bukavu, 9 July 2010. 

100 Focus group, Gatumba, 10 August 2010. 

101 Focus group, Kavinvira, DR Congo, 11 August 2010. 

102 Focus group, Gatumba, Burundi, 10 August 2010. 

103 Interview, Uvira, 11 August 2010. 

104 Information collected in the two focus groups in Kasindi with Ugandan and Congolese traders, 31 July 2010.  Women traders were hesi-

tant to report who the men were but the local researchers have discovered it is military and policemen as well as other border officials like 
customs and health control posted at these crossings. 
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Similar to Goma-Gisenyi border, the large presence of soldiers, intelligence and police is due to rebels, such as 

the NALU and Mai Mai groups active in the area, but this insecurity puts all women, including traders at a high 

risk for GBV.   

Elite perception is that these female traders use sex as a way to avoid paying custom duties. Discourse of power is 

missing and female traders are viewed as using their bodies to bene-

fit from the informality of the borders.  In fact, women traders are 

propositioned for sexual acts by state officials to avoid paying ex-

cessively high duties.  Such forced sexual relations with “men at the 

border” put women at risk for sexually transmitted diseases and 

HIV/AIDS.
105

      

Other male-specific risks include: Poor male traders are harassed 

and assaulted by security forces (such as the ANR and PNC) be-

cause they are often suspected of rebel activities.  

 

4. TRADER 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Cross border traders (n=181) have mentioned many recommendations to improve conditions at the borders.  Here 

are the following policy recommendations based on the findings and suggestions from traders.  

WHAT DO TRADERS SAY THEY WOULD CHANGE? 

1. Banks and Microfinance for Cross Border Traders: Banks came up as a foremost suggestion by traders.  

Why banks?  For two reasons: (1) Traders want access to microfinance and (2) Banks are lacking at the border 

(except in Rwanda and Uganda).   

Micro loan programs do not seem to reach these highly mobile micro entrepreneurs. At least 47% of the traders 

have savings at banks and cooperatives and 29% use informal banking systems “tontines” to bank their money.
106

 

Microfinance tends to be active in cities, towns and peri-urban areas; so it is surprising that these traders report a 

hard time accessing microfinance. In this study, only 10% of the people interviewed go to microfinance institu-

tions (MFIs). Microfinance prefers entrepreneurs engaged in retail activities and less mobile groups; traders en-

gaged in agricultural goods and who move between two countries may require a customized product line.  

Forced currency conversion is unfair. Traders deal with multiple currencies and are losing money when the mili-

tary forbids them from having any foreign currency when they return home. At the borders, traders in DR Congo, 

Uganda and Burundi are subject to actors who force them to convert their currency at very low rates.  For exam-

ple, in Bukavu, traders complained that the military is also “bureau de change” (foreign exchange bureau) and 

traders have to accept their very low conversion rates.  If a bank was at the border, traders could easily convert or 

                                                      

105 A concern that came out in the focus groups.  Women said they are too poor to buy contraceptives and often cannot ask the men who 
rape them to use these devices.  31 July 2010. 

106 Information given in “Gender and Cross Border report” completed by Ntagoma and Bucekuderhwa. 11 September 2010. (unpublished) 

WHAT BORDER 
OFFICIALS SAY: 
Go home Ugandans! Go back  

“chez vous” what are you here to 

do? Stay in your own country.  

Aren’t you tired already of pillag-

ing the Congo?   

Kahimbo, 45, female, Cassava 

trader from Mpondwe  
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lodge money at this location. Most traders (95%) want to expand and develop their micro enterprises and most of 

them see microfinance as such a vehicle to improving their incomes.  People want microfinance and business 

training to develop their businesses.  Such financial institutions may also improve the social well-being of traders 

and inform them of their rights.  

Banks at the border: Incentivize a bank to set up an office at the border to take deposits and convert 

currencies.   

Capitalize financial retailers who develop services for Cross Border Traders: World Bank can capi-

talize financial retailers (MFIs, banks and cooperatives) who agree to create a product line for cross 

border traders.  Traders want loans ranging from USD $300-$500.
107

 Retailers should also be ready 

to provide business training to cross border traders. Such an investment to retailers will significantly 

assist the traders who cannot access micro loans.      

Banks can act as informer: Retailers, banks or cooperatives, can assist in the dissemination of in-

formation about cross border rights and policies to support their enterprises. 

Ban officials from handling cash. Military and police officers must not be permitted to handle cash 

at the borders for currency conversion or any other type of financial transaction. A cashier “guichet” 

stationed at each office should be responsible for payments for customs and banks can manage pay-

ments and conversions as needed. 

2. Modernize market information systems: Rwandans use telecommunications to call and inform each other 

about market prices.  Certainly, access to affordable cell phones is needed in Rwanda but they seem ahead of the 

other countries.  Literacy is an issue so SMS (text messaging) is not exploited; but programs are being set up 

which can send visual and voice messages to people.  Traders need to be informed about prices. 

Increase cell phone usage: Support to projects to target cross border traders with cell phone usage 

and training to improve skill sets. Microfinance banks and CBOs can be funded to assist in building 

capacity of traders in telecommunications for traders. 

Support trader groups: Associations and organizations can be assisted to disseminate market infor-

mation and topics related to traders.   

3. Add ‘gender aware’ officials: An old adage in the gender discourse goes like this “add women and stir” which 

means more women does not mean more equality. Lessons shows that having women alone will not change un-

equal relations between men and women –what is needed is gender-aware officials, especially women who see 

the issues confronting traders, poor women and men alike. Even traders, most who are pre-literates, are aware that 

extortion at the borders is wrong.  But, they expressed feelings of hopelessness because they simply lacked power.  

Power is at the crux of understanding “gender-aware” programming.   

Violent raping sprees that take place in eastern Congo by Rwandan and Congolese rebels have been happening for 

years.  And while these atrocities require state involvement to stop these sexual violent crimes, GBV awareness to 

traders and border officials can start taking place. More women at the borders may reduce sexual crimes, but that 

is not guaranteed if they do not have power.  Lower-level female officials cannot stop higher placed males and 

their associates from carrying out gender-based violence. 

                                                      

107 Focus groups in Bukavu, (12 July 2010); Gisenyi (17 August 2010) and Goma (16 August 2010). 
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World Bank financing for projects in the borderlands can be gender-sensitive and assign line items to activities 

that can mitigate grave risks to women traders. Women traders who have been raped and sexually violated were 

adamant that these officials do not treat them like “mamans” (mothers) who have their own husbands and child-

ren. Perhaps, linking capital investments to cross border traders can validate what these traders do and assist in 

changing negative perceptions. 

Violence at the borders, Goma-Gisenyi and Bukavu-Cyangugu need reforms. Traders want officials to be “fired” 

or penalized when they commit such acts of violence they see as criminal. With the informal actors, unemployed 

thugs, traders want them all removed.  Most of the people committing these physical and sexual assaults are 

males. Poor male traders are also being abused e.g. beaten up, spit on and pushed around by male officials. Per-

haps more women officials, at all levels, at the borders in the military, police and customs can reduce sexual 

crimes.   

Increasing employment of female officials in each office is needed as female officials are under-

represented at the borders in North and South Kivu. With more female presence at the higher levels, 

it is expected that GBV can be reduced. Obvious policies like: No male officer should be allowed to 

body search women traders alone without a female official present should be publicized. The trick 

here is to educate and not to shame the officials to change behavior. Gender experts should be placed 

in each office at the border such as customs, police, military and health.  In some ways, having men 

who are well-trained in gender issues is also key to this behavioral shift.
108

 

Establish a Complaints office: Traders in Goma , Gisenyi and Cyangugu want an office of com-

plaints (bureau de plaints) that they “trust.”  At this office, they can file complaints when violations 

occur.  Currently, COMESA desk in Goma is the only agency carrying out that role.  Traders feel an 

independent office can stop many of the atrocities from occurring; and it may mean that this “com-

plaints office” monitors the area and files complaints to the respective agencies.  International Alert 

in their report, “La Traversée” (June 2010, 39) also calls for an independent “ombudsman” office to 

take complaints from traders.   

4. Gender Mainstreaming: Many poor traders do not see female officials taking their concerns seriously because 

of the class-based conflicts.  As noted earlier, gender training is needed for both males and female officials. Gend-

er mainstreaming can contribute to the development of gender-sensitive policies, and that these policies are not 

just jargon, but strategically embedded into all offices at the border. Best practice shows that gender experts and 

programs must not be relegated to its own corner or become the domain of women staff persons only; otherwise it 

will not work. For gender-specific issues to count, there needs to be buy-in from men and elite women.   

Gender Mainstreaming Workshops: Gender training in the form of workshops (e.g. based on the 

Bank‟s working papers or research projects) should be required for all officials, men and women.  

These workshops can be interactive, hands-on and related to a theme of interest to the officials. 

Theorizing about gender will not work in this context.  And, it is important that the approach to 

gender (is not western-imposed) be one that is practical and relates to the contextual realities.  Gend-

er and its relation to power and other identities such as class, race and ethnicity is important in this 

African context. 

                                                      

108 An international organization, Women for Women International, which is active in eastern Congo, works with men in positions of pow-

er to lead the fight against GBV. 
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Supporting Advocacy Campaigns against Gender-based Violence (GBV) at the Borders: Local 

community organizations (CBOs) and international organizations, such as International Refugee 

Committee (IRC) or Oxfam, with experience in GBV and advocacy can be recruited to carry out 

campaigns at the border check points. Posters left at the premises and meetings with border officials 

can be carried out quarterly.  It was revealed in a meeting with a stakeholder that when they know 

they are being watched by outsiders, such crimes against women decrease. 

5. Transparent Custom Duties and Policies: Traders are fine with paying duties; but argue that the bribes are 

unfair. Additional fees that go to the officials deter them from expanding their own businesses. Most traders are 

unclear how their goods are valued. Current cost structures are high and traders are unable to increase their house-

hold incomes.
109

  Traders in Uvira who claim to be issued receipts are still being asked to pay duties again.  Re-

ceipts, even when issued are not being recognized! (Uvira border was the only border issuing receipts) Traders in 

all other areas especially in Goma, Gisenyi and Bukavu have called for 

receipts. 

Publish tariffs. Traders often do not know the tax rate, ex-

cept for some Rwandans at the Cyangugu border. Duties 

should be published on a board and standardized as much 

as possible.  Officials should be trained to explain these 

policies to traders and their respective associations.  

Weighing machines. Traders have suggested that custom 

officials have tools such as weighing machine to weigh 

and measure their goods according to a table.  This system 

should be easy, user-friendly and transparent.  

Issue receipts.  Traders should be issued receipts and taxed 

according to an approved government rate.  Transit papers (jetons) are issued complimentary at some 

borders and for fees at other borders. Standardizing the system is important particularly at the Congo 

borders in North and South Kivu.      

6. Professionalize the borders: Traders want professional officials at the border; as arbitrary rules often put them 

on the losing end. An eggs trader from Goma, Jeanne asked two salient questions: “Why is the health controller 

taking some of my eggs for himself? Does this person know his job?” For many traders, they want competent of-

ficials who are trained, act professionally and understand why they are posted at the border. Health control, police 

and military all carry out surveillance of the traders‟ merchandise in addition to the customs officers. 

Traders remarked in this study that there are so many men claiming to be a boss or an official but they cannot 

know for sure because no one wears a uniform. Officials in uniforms can control the chaos at these crossings.  

Uniform police at these borders can serve to deter informal activities. For example, policemen can stop the “rouge 

rouge” or “maibobo” (young thugs) who beat, harass and steal from traders.
110

  

Traders, especially those in Goma-Gisenyi and Bukavu-Cyangugu border points, argued that Congolese officials 

tended to roam the roads, and that is when they were usually asked for bribes or other things.  Traders find that 

out of office wanderings meant the officials wanted to take something from them.     

                                                      

109 Focus group session, Uvira, 11 August 2010. 

110 Focus group, Goma, 16 August 2010. 

“It seems that these people (at 

the border) do not know their 

jobs when the health control 

person is asking me about my 

business and how much sales I 

did today.” 

Salima, 44, used clothing cross 

border trader from Cyangugu, 

Rwanda   
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Traders feel that uniformed officials can also assist in reducing the number of people at the border and this can 

improve safety.   

Well-trained officials: Traders feel that there are some officials who know their jobs and many oth-

ers who do not.  A review of job descriptions for positions can be part of any investments at these 

borders.  When the Bank finances infrastructural projects, traders want to know that inside these new 

buildings are competent and trained border officials.  A few elites have also mentioned salary review 

may be needed for some so that officials do not supplement their incomes.  Security persons report 

that being paid may reduce their need to extract money and goods from traders.     

Uniformed officials: A sound piece of advice from a trader in Goma: “Wear uniforms.”  Officials 

should be required to wear uniforms and stay in their offices to carry out business as much as possi-

ble. 

Officials conduct business in offices:  Traders feel that officials in their offices are less likely to ask 

for bribes or goods in front of others.  

Site audits by independent persons: It is proposed that “surprise” audits by independent consultants 

can ensure that officials are behaving professionally.    

7. Fines for Informal Actors:  Unemployed youth pose risks to traders, especially women, as they steal, beat and 

hurt them without any consequences.  Police should be focused on removing informal actors from the premises 

when they have no legitimate reasons for being there. Informal actors, such as the “watchers” in Goma (also exist-

ing in Gisenyi but not named) should be investigated.  Authorities who sub-contract these individuals, traders 

want them jailed for these subversive activities at the border.  Traders want these people fired but transferred as 

they will continue the same activities elsewhere.   

Costly penalties for loiterers: Certain police units can be charged to stop informal actors from dupli-

cating customs activities. People who loiter should be fined. 

All funding tied to audits: Financing projects should be tied to ensuring that informal hires, or actors 

do not exist at the border or market areas.   

An independent review and audit: Reviews of these borders to ensure informal actors at the border 

are actually reducing.  It will be necessary to meet with non-state actors to find out whether this is 

happening. 

8. Improve Safety, Reduce Agencies: So many agencies and state officials are located at the border.  At the pe-

tite barrier in Goma, there are at least thirteen agencies.
111

  Random agencies called bureau de renseignements are 

set up at the border and assume custom-like functions. Traders also feel more vulnerable when there is an in-

creased presence of police, military and intelligence.  As a result, traders are taxed by all these agencies, many 

which are illegal and informal. Reduce the number of official actors can improve trade efficiency and safety.  

In the meantime, traders must walk long distances and are vulnerable to bribes and robbery.  When traders travel 

in groups (or women with men) these risks can be somewhat mitigated, but transport costs are high in these bor-

derlands.  

                                                      

111 Interview with stakeholder, Goma, DR Congo, 16 August 2010.    
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Reduce agencies at borders: One Congolese stakeholder suggested that the following take place: re-

duce number of police and officials at the border should be limited to OFIDA, OCC, Santé et Hy-

giene (Health) and DG Currently, the ANR (intelligence operates out of the DGM office).
112

   

Improve transportation systems: Traders, all walking, are often at risk en route to and from the bor-

der or markets.  Traders walk because they cannot afford transport services.  Low cost taxis and bus-

es are lacking at these border locations. Moto-taxis and handicap porters are available at some of 

these borders but they can afford these services for short distances. 

Site audits by independent persons: It is proposed that “surprise” audits by independent consultants 

can ensure that officials are behaving professionally.    

9. Develop Trader Networks: Uvira has a few trader organizations which may be contributing to better borders.  

Findings show that trader associations can assist traders with these behind the border issues. Tensions exist be-

tween and among traders because of trade policies (e.g. Congolese traders are restricted to sell in Rwanda). Or-

ganizations like International Alert which has held workshops in Goma and Burundi on the Cross Border trade 

and they can be encouraged to expand activities. Locally managed trader networks should be funded as long as 

they remain neutral and trusted by the traders.  COMESA in theory is a good idea but its Gisenyi desk is not being 

used by traders.
113

   

Support for the growth of cross border networks and associations: Locally driven organizations 

representing the interest of cross border traders should be financed. Organizations which work with 

traders on both sides of the border should be encouraged (e.g. especially when conflicts exist be-

tween traders (like Congolese and Rwandans) and advocate for the rights of traders and women.   

Independent appraisals: Independent consultants should review such “trader networks and organiza-

tion” to make sure they actually work for the very people they are there to help, and not to reinforce 

existing power struggles or elite capture. 

Support telecommunications, finance and improved transport systems:  Traders need access to mi-

crofinance, improved cell phone usage and transport systems.  Associations can lobby and assist in 

the development of these key areas important to the cross border trader.   

Review of COMESA desks: Provide funds to build institutional strengthening of these desks.  A key 

financing component is linked to annual targets and performance reviews for staff persons. Verify 

that there is no governmental interference of the desks in Rwanda. All staff persons must be commit-

ted to traders‟ well-being. It is not acceptable that one desk claims that there are no issues to avoid 

dealing with risks to traders. Conduct confidential assessments with traders to learn about the effica-

cy of these desks.   

 

                                                      

112 Interview, Goma, 17 August 2010. 

113 Interviews, Gisenyi, 17 and 18 August 2010. 
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5. ELITE RECOMMENDATIONS 
Elites or stakeholders tend to focus on recommendations that would enable them to carry out their own jobs bet-

ter. In essence, some of their recommendations may professionalize the customs processing at the borders. Few 

elites made recommendations that would improve security and risks to poor traders who cross the borders.  And, 

this may be because only 18% of the stakeholders were female.  Recommendations below come out of the find-

ings and some are suggestions made by the stakeholders themselves. 

1. Reforms with Conditions: Stakeholders interviewed made recommendations for material and structural in-

vestments to modernize their work. For example, customs officers want scanners (to detect smuggling and wea-

pons) and weighing machines. Such tools may in fact also assist traders is such tools work with a transparent tax 

and duties policy.  

Few stakeholders indirectly even tackled issues of insecurity and gender-based violence (GBV) at the borders. 

Infrastructural improvements are important to traders too as having light at night makes it safe for traders who 

move by foot.  All reforms and material improvements to the border should come pegged to impact-based results.  

Financing for structures/projects can improve border conditions for the cross border traders too.  

To paraphrase what an idea a trader in a focus groups said, traders want state officials to know that 

these structural enhancements from the World Bank arrive because of them.  Such power and abuse 

behind the scenes are unknown to most people. But, by donors privileging the traders and pegging 

investments to improve formalities at the border where it concerns micro traders may assist in chang-

ing a deeply embedded mind-set that it is okay to mistreat these informal traders.  

Capital investments tied to gender-aware policies: Projects should be awarded because of improved 

treatment towards petty traders.  Borders which shift towards “trader-friendly borders” should be fi-

nancially rewarded.  Infrastructural changes can take into account what traders want. Traders want 

latrine facilities, portable water, and shelters for waiting in the sun or rain.  Other traders agree with 

stakeholders that roads are a hazard for them.  

Road safety: Like traders, elites recommend parking lots for vehicles instead of parked on narrow 

and congested roads. Hazards exist when pedestrians walk in between vehicles. Roads are in need of 

repair and safer roads may better link traders to these markets. 

Lights and electricity: Female traders are often worried travelling on foot in the dark.  On the DR 

Congo side of the border, electricity is lacking. Such infrastructural improvements to lighten up the 

area can also make women feel safer at late border crossings. 

2. Projects to Support Good Governance: Brave stakeholders particularly those in the mid-level range reported 

that corruption was at the highest levels.
114

  Stakeholders claim, that what is discovered as corruption at the lower 

levels is a reflection of a system beholden to clientelistic and politics of corruption.
115

 Raeymaekers (2009, 7) 

suggests that informal cross border trade may in fact contribute to people‟s resistance to a patrimonial state. In 

                                                      

114 Stakeholder, Bukavu, 8 July 2010. 

115
 Chua (2003) provides an interesting discussion about elite manipulation of free market and trade liberalization in a number 

of countries around the world including in Rwanda and Congo.  
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supporting enterprise development at the micro level can contribute to strengthening local governance and empo-

wering entrepreneurial people to be less state dependent.  

Good empirical research on the Cross Border Trade: More reports (like these) are needed. The 

Bank can also develop a series of working papers dealing on different topics affecting cross border 

traders.  As carrying out research in these areas are sensitive, it is suggested to go with qualitative re-

search methods that can go “behind the borders.”       

Training on Good Governance:  Elites say they want (and need) training, on topics like good gover-

nance. Kick-backs and clientelistic politics go well beyond the scope of this project. The Bank can 

insist on training to staff persons to show the economic advantages to a state with a transparent sys-

tem.  Trainings can be tied to funding for projects that the state wants.  It is advised that limited 

funds go towards such training as this issue of corruption stems from a weak political structure and 

will take political will from the top to end (or rather reduce) these practices.
116

       

Training and Behavioral Changes: Negative mind-sets and perceptions of cross border traders ex-

ist.  In this report, officials take advantage of their relative positions of power to mock, humiliate and 

abuse poor traders. Thematic workshops can start a dialogue between trader groups or organizations 

and senior and mid-level officials.  The Bank can organize workshops around working papers to un-

derstand how “behind the border” challenges can be corrected.  When officials can see the benefits 

of the cross border trade, they can expand its own revenue through customs and in time tax collec-

tion.
117

 

Small projects at the borders: Financing small initiatives at the local level by traders, and local bor-

der officials can be interesting.    

Attending conferences: World Bank experts, particularly those working on trade can showcase these 

working papers at state-level conferences.  Part of the issue, is that these stories about traders are 

largely unknown, and traders are willing to speak to researchers (given that they are protected) so 

that things change for the better.  The Africa region‟s Bank staff can attend conferences such as the 

annual American Political Science Association conference as well at the Organization for Social 

Science Research in Eastern and Southern Africa (OSSREA) to share these findings.
118

         

3. Approve COMESA’s Simplified Process: Traders have asked that goods below USD $100 or certain agricul-

tural goods be tax exempt. Policies exist on paper to encourage agricultural trade but it is not being done. Traders 

with goods valued at less than USD $50 are being taxed at very high rates. Traders have asked for tax exemptions 

for goods under USD $100 and certain basic food stuff.  

The reality is that the states, Rwanda and DR Congo  have not approved the simplified tax regime for cross border 

traders at the micro and small levels. So implementation and monitoring of this new process to assist traders is on 

hold. The World Bank can work with governments to finalize this policy and to create mechanisms for monitoring 

implementation and compliance.  Currently, officials and traders alike are not informed about the COMESA‟s 

RECOS mainly because the governments have not approved it.  

                                                      

116 Interview with border official, 9-13 July 2010. 

117 Thanks to Little (2001,24) for making this point so clear in his report. 

118 OSSREA was listed in Little‟s (2001,1) report. 
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Both the COMESA offices at Goma and Gisenyi are newly launched and both desks require support to ensure the 

persons hired advocate on behalf of the traders. COMESA in Gisenyi appears problematic and traders will not go 

to this office; the Bank must not invest in this office without human resource changes and a staffing review. How-

ever, COMESA at Goma appears to assisting small traders.   

Assist in the approval of COMESA’s RECOS: The Bank can work at the state-level to get RECOS 

approved.  Currently, processes that can assist cross border traders is at a standstill until states, DR 

Congo and Rwanda sign-off on RECOS.  

Training and Implementation of RECOS: Once the policy is approved by the Congolese and 

Rwandan states, then technical assistance and funding support for personnel to monitor the imple-

mentation of the simplified system (RECOS) is needed.  It is also recommended that issuing policies 

is not enough.  Border officials together with COMESA and World Bank must have training.  All of 

this is pre-mature recommendations if the states do not approve the simplified tariff system.  

4. Gender training: Many of the border officials, including women do not see gender-specific issues. Like the 

men, they will need gender training workshops. Gender training should be one built on examining power relations 

through intersectionality. Intersectionality oppressions include looking at identities such as race, class, ethnicity, 

age and gender. It cannot be assumed that because someone is female that she will automatically know about in-

tersectional oppressions.  

Gender training workshop for men and women: Such training, to target officials in every area at the 

border control; otherwise “gender” gets relegated aside as a woman‟s issue.  In this study, elite wom-

en (ones with power) are also harassing poor female and male traders.  

Create synergies with the United Nations:  The UN has a Special Envoy on GBV in the Eastern 

Congo. They are focused on making GBV carried out my military and police as crimes against hu-

manity. They have criminalized GBV acts, and such dissemination, though politically sensitive, is 

important. Working papers and gender-based training can be carried out in collaboration with the 

UN.  

5. Zero tolerance for bribes:  A zero tolerance policy
119

 for bribes, extortion and unofficial fees makes these 

borders thick and negatively affects trade. Outsourcing informal actors by state actors to extract resources from 

traders is unacceptable.   

Financing pegged to a zero tolerance policy: Sensitization seminars on “zero tolerance” for unoffi-

cial fees can be developed with the border agencies in that state. Officials also know the best way to 

tackles these issues. Stakeholders also argue that a review of salaries is important.   

Improved communication systems, email and phones:  Modernized technology can assist with re-

porting issues to central offices in a timely fashion.  

Develop an affordable identity card system: Traders are being asked for identity cards and some are 

accepted while others are rejected. Traders claim that CEPGL cards (which they pay USD $100 

every six months) are rejected by Burundi officials as a valid national identity card.  A more afforda-

ble identity card is important otherwise very poor people are made to renew expensive CEPGL cards 

                                                      

119 See International Alert‟s report “La Traversée” (2010, 6) where they also call for a zero tolerance policy to stop bribes.  
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and pay extra fees at the border. Unclear immigration policies make it possible for officials to swin-

dle additional fees from traders. 

6. Impact Assessments: Impact assessments also support good governance.  Institutions aware of their weakness 

and strengths can request support to improve their organization‟s capacity. As difficult as it is, more funding sup-

port should go to shaming and exposing states about the treatment their own authorities inflict on its poorest citi-

zens. Independent reviews and impact assessments should be treated as audits.  When indicators do not improve 

funding should be withheld until changes happen. Gender budgeting makes sense in this case as women traders 

are negatively affected as they cross borders. Budgets which are tied to gender-aware projects is needed to vali-

date poor cross border traders (who are mostly women) and the work they do.  Gender-aware trade policy can 

strengthen the systems and make sure that there are safe and reliable services at the border for traders.   

Gender budgeting policies: Budget line items dedicated to gender-specific projects and activities can 

make identity issues taken seriously by skeptics.  

Institutional appraisals and Impact assessments: While it is true impact assessments can be costly, 

they are needed to ensure that policies are not fabricated without taking into account the contextual 

realities on the ground.   

Financial support to build institutional capacity: Some institutions have political will to change; 

others do not.  Funds go to correct weakness and to build stronger organizations. The Bank can re-

quire any agency requesting project support to undergo impact or institutional appraisals and impact 

assessments. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

SUMMARY 
Poor micro-entrepreneurs, sellers and buyers, who carry food stuff on their heads and backs from the rural areas to 

borderland markets engage in risky business when they do so. Within these clientelistic states, these poor traders 

are forced to pay bribes (in kind and by cash) in order to move their goods across borders.  Even when traders pay 

bribes and informal fees they are subject to threats to their person and human dignities of at the gravest kind. 

World Bank and other officials like the UN concerned about these issues can do some serious introspection based 

on what these cross border traders are saying. It will take courage to speak to state officials and discussions will 

be difficult.  Perhaps, though not as risky as it was for poor people to speak about these challenges they encounter 

every day.  

Corruption, violent acts and power dynamics entrenched in weak governance structures presents a relatively dis-

mal view about what reform can actually do for some of the world‟s poorest entrepreneurs.  This study nonethe-

less provides narratives that come from the trader themselves and sheds valuable insights into complex issues in 

the informal, hard to see part of the cross border trade. If these states want to improve trade relations it may mean 

reforms with conditionalities that prioritizes poor people‟s safety (and ones that assist in economic efficiency) as 

the cross these borders. World Bank and other donors such as USAID, DFID and the UN can make informed pol-

icy decisions that tackle “behind the border” issues so that the trade can be improved.   
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In 2010, power is the name of the game in clientelistic states. Poor governance at the highest levels is affecting 

trade at the lowest levels.  Poor traders, mostly women, are losing out in the informality of borders when they hus-

tle between borders to make a living. These traders living on the margins are subject to gross human rights viola-

tions when they try to make a living. No policy protects these invisible micro traders. Blurred policies affect not 

jeopardizes human security as lower level state officials misuse power and reinforce clientelistc practices.  The 

very officials charged with policies and rules to enhance the state are instilling fear over powerless poor traders. 

Such informal politics by state actors not only creates divides between the poor masses and state; but these actions 

negatively affects the country‟s economic development when hundreds of traders are victims to human rights 

abuses and to anti-market practices.  
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX 1: LIST OF STAKEHOLDERS 

Rwanda 

N° Institution Age Sex Position Location Date 

1 Rubavu cross border trade Co-

operative 

27 M Senior level Gisenyi 19/08/2010 

3 COMESA NA F Manager Gisenyi 19/08/2010 

Burundi           

1 Immigration 34 M Senior level Gatumba 24/07/2010 

2 Police 45 M Mid-level Gatumba 24/07/2010 

3 Health Control 43 M Senior level Gatumba 25/07/2010 

4 Customs 45 M Senior level Gatumba 10/8/2010 

5 Customs 38 F Mid-level  Gatumba 10/8/2010 

DR Congo           

1 Women's Caucus Organization 41 F Senior level Nyawera Mar-

ket 

17/07/2010 

2 Association des Transporteurs 33 M Senior level Rusizi I 17/07/2010 

3 Association des Transporteurs 38 F Senior level Rusizi I 17/07/2010 

4 Directeur Générale de Migra-

tion DGM 

40 F Junior level Rusizi I 18/07/2010 

5 DGDA 52 F Senior level Rusizi I 18/07/2010 

6 DGDA 50 M Mid-level Rusizi II 18/07/2010 

7 DGM 35 M Mid-level Rusizi II 19/07/2010 

8 Border police 45 M Senior level Rusizi II 19/07/2010 

9 OCC 37 M Senior level Rusizi II 20/07/2010 

10 Health control 56 M Senior level Rusizi II 20/07/2010 

11 OCC 62 M Mid-level  Kavinvira 22/07/2010 

12 OCC 32 M Senior level Kavinvira 22/07/2010 

13 Health control 40 M Senior level Kavinvira 23/07/2010 

14 DGDA 50 M Senior level Kavinvira 23/07/2010 

15 Taxi, bicycle transporters 28 M Senior level Mulongwe 

Market 

26/07/2010 

16 Association des Fournisseurs 

d‟Uvira (AFU) 

46 M Senior posi-

tion 

Mulongwe 

Market 

22/08/2010 

17 Organisation des Femmes sans 

Soutien (Mpakazi) 

48 F Senior posi-

tion 

Kavinvira 23/08/2010 

18 Border police 35 M Senior level Kavinvira 23/08/2010 
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19 Health control 35 M Senior level Kavinvira 24/07/2010 

20 Military 40 M Senior level Kavinvira 24/07/2010 

21 DGDA 33 M Mid-level Kavinvira 3/8/2010 

22 DGDA 40 M Junior level Goma, Petite 

barrière 

3/8/2010 

23 Déclarant en Douane 52 M Junior level Goma, Grande 

barrière 

4/8/2010 

24 Hygiène/service quaran-

taine/ministère de l‟agriculture 

39 M Mid-level Goma, Grande 

barrier 

5/8/2010 

25 Hygiène/ministère de la sante 30 F Senior level Goma, Grande 

barrière 

5/8/2010 

26 OCC 46 M Senior level Goma, Petite 

barrière 

18/08/2010 

27 Bureau 2 30 M Senior level Goma, Petite 

barrière 

19/08/2010 

28 Commerce extérieur 56 M Senior level Goma, Petite 

barrière 

19/08/2010 

29 COMESA 29 M Manager Goma, Petite 

barrière 

19/08/2010 

30 DGM 50 F Senior level Goma, Petite 

barrière 

19/08/2010 

31 DGDA 32 M Senior level Kasindi 30/07/2010 

32 DGDA 41 M Senior level Kasindi 30/07/2010 

33 DMIAP 43 M Senior level Kasindi 30/07/2010 

34 OCC 35 M Senior level Kasindi 30/07/2010 

35 Health control 38 M Mid-level Kasindi 30/07/2010 

36 EAD 34 M Senior level Kasindi 31/07/2010 

37 DMIAP 40 F Senior level Kasindi 31/07/2010 

38 Border police 34 M Mid-level Kasindi 31/07/2010 

39 ANR 37 M Mid-level Kasindi 31/07/2010 

40 Anti-fraud Office 52 M Mid-level Kasindi 31/07/2010 

 

 

Uganda           

N° Institution Age Sex Position Location Date 

1 Revenue Authority Office 41 M Senior level Mpondwe 30/08/2010 

2 Immigration office 38 M Mid-level Mpondwe 30/08/2010 

3 Intelligence 32 M Mid-level Mpondwe 30/08/2010 

4 Health Control 40 M Senior level Mpondwe 31/08/2010 

5 Police 32 M Senior level Mpondwe 31/08/2010 



 

 

  

APPENDIX 2: INTERVIEW TOOL (TRADERS) – SEE ATTACHED PDF  

APPENDIX 3: INTERVIEW TOOL (STAKEHOLDER) - SEE ATTACHED PDF 

APPENDIX 4: FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS  
A remplir avant de commencer l’interview: (attach sign-in sheet to this sheet) 

Date du Focus Group: ____________________  

Age 

moyen:______________________________ 

Nombre de_____hommes         ______Femmes 

 Ville/communauté:    _____________________ 

Nombre de chefs de ménage _________ 

Nombre de femmes chef de ménage  _________ 

Type d‟activités:  ______ détail _____producteur 

______ detail en agriculteur 

Pays et Frontière: _______________________ 

 

Instructions:  A focus group discussion should have 10 people and last no longer than 2 hours. Make sure you 

thank the interviewee for their time and ask permission to start the interview.  Read guidelines for FGD before 

session starts. Make sure sign-in sheet is completed and that people use their alias names. 

Read the suggested script. Be prepared to ask questions and listen to the responses and write down what they say. 

Modify the script as needed but make sure the confidentiality and voluntary aspect is clear for everyone.  ---------- 

To start:   

My name is ____________ and I am a researcher from _________________working for the World Bank.  I am 

conducting research to understand your businesses across the borders and to learn about the challenges you face 

as you cross the borders to make a living.  

The study intends to discover the experiences of poor cross border traders and to learn how to improve trade 

practices.    

All your answers are strictly confidential and you should feel free to be honest with your responses.  I hope that 

what you tell me today will contribute to research and sharing knowledge about the cross border trade.  

If you don’t want to answer anything please feel free to say so. Everyone will have a chance to answer each ques-

tion.   

Make sure:  Ask for permission before you start the interview either verbally or by informed consent form.  

Please ask people to sign the informed consent form.  Go over why you need this consent form.   Make sure 

people think about both sides of the border! 

At the end: Thank the interviewee for their time.  Make sure you answer any questions.  And reassure them that 

their answers are important and that you will keep all information confidential. 



 

 

  

Be prepared to modify and rephrase questions until the group is clear on the question being asked of them.  All 

questions are voluntary and they do not have to answer them: they can say “pass.” 

1. Pourquoi avez-vous décidé de vous lancer dans le commerce transfrontalier?  

2. Quel type de produits vous vendez? Et pourquoi?  (Se rassurer que chaque interviewé tient compte de 

deux côtés de la frontière) 
      Rwanda                                  Burundi                  DRC                    Uganda             Autres:__________ 

                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                         

b. Si vous achetez, quel type de produits achetez-vous? Et pourquoi?  (Se rassurer que chaque interviewé 

tient compte de deux côtés de la frontière) 

      Rwanda                                  Burundi                  DRC                    Uganda            Autres: __________ 

                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                         

3. Combien de fois vous traversez la frontière?  (Indiquer le nombre de personnes qui ont levé la main) 

___   Une fois par jour   ___ Deux fois par jour    ___Une fois la semaine    ___Deux fois la semaine                                

___   Une fois le mois        Autres____________ 

4.Vous munissez-vous de la monnaie quand vous traversez la frontière?  ___ Oui        ___ Non (Indiquer le nom-

bre de personnes qui ont levé la main) 

a. quelles risqué courez-vous lorsque vous traversez la frontière avec de la monnaie?  (Se rassurer que chaque 

interviewé tient compte de deux côtés de la frontière) 

Rwanda              

Burundi                   

DRC                                   

Uganda 

Other 

    b. Quelle est la principale monnaie que vous utilisez? 

5.Quel point frontière vous utilisez pour faire traverser vos marchandises?  ___  Formel     ___  Informel  (indiquer 

le nombre de personnes qui ont levé la main) 

a. Et comment vous empruntez cette voie? 

6. Quelles sont les attitudes des autorités à la frontière?  (Se rassurer que chaque interviewé tient compte de 



 

 

  

deux côtés de la frontière) 

Rwanda          

Burundi          

DRC               

Uganda 

Other 

7.Avez-vous les défis qui se présentent à vous pour traverse la frontière? (Indiquer le nombre de personnes qui 

ont levé la main et se rassurer que chaque interviewé tient compte de deux côtés de la frontière). Si non, aller 

à la question #8. 

Rwanda                  ___ Oui             ___ Non                         

Burundi                  ___ Oui             ___ Non      

DRC                      ___ Oui            ___ Non      

Uganda                 ___ Oui            ___ Non      

Other                     ___ Oui            ___ Non      

a. Si oui, quelles sont les difficultés majeures auxquelles vous faites face à la frontière? Check all that apply 

and enter number of people who say this is true.  (indiquer le nombre de personnes qui ont levé la main) 

______ Pots de vin    ______Confiscation de biens  ______ Injures/Insultes   ______ Atteintes physiques   

______Actes de violence  ______ Harcèlement sexuel ______ Fines  ______ Longue file d‟attente   

______ Autres : ________________  

8. En période d‟insécurité, qui (quelle personne ou quel groupe) contrôle le mouvement des activités aux postes 

frontières? Do not ask aloud but explore for the following: Rebel groups (name?), military (FARDC), police 

(PNC) or intelligence (ANR), customs or others?   

9. Les femmes font-elles face à des problèmes de genre quand elles traversent la frontière?   

___ Oui              ___ Non (Indiquer le nombre de personnes qui ont levé la main) 

a.  Quels sont les problèmes que les femmes rencontrent à la frontière et qui leur sont propres? 

b. Quels sont les problèmes que les hommes rencontrent à la frontière et qui leur sont propres? 

10. Everyone must try and contribute to the recommendations if possible. Pour améliorer le commerce trans-

frontalier, aussi bien en termes de politiques à mener qu‟en termes de structures administrative à mettre en pla-

ce, quelles recommandations feriez-vous pour que le commerce transfrontalier soit efficace?    

 

 


